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All my beet work warrante·!.

(Hugh J. Hughe*, Cooper«town, N. D In Tribune Farmer.)
H. P. JONES,
The specialization of farming throughout the Dakota* and neighboring state»
Dentist,
along the line of grain growing has been
the adoption of special
followed by
MAINE.
NORWAY.
methods of handling the crop, some
>Uiee Hour»—a to 13—1 to 4.
account of which may prove interesting
to oar readers.
If. SMITH,
From the day when the ploughs are
started after the crop has been removed
Attorney at Law,
iu the fall until the grain checks for the
MAINE.
NORWAY.
next season's crop are cashed everything
a
Collections
Specialty.
H.irne Rlock.
The two-lay gang
runs to
bigness.
plough, cutting a double furrow twentyKURIL Κ Λ PARK.
eight inches wide, drawn by four or five
horses, is the usual tool for soil stirring,
Attorneys at Law,
although lay and disk ploughs, cutting
MAINE.
BKTHKL,
three, four ami even six furrows are
Eller. C. Park.
A.iataon E. Herrlck.
A man and team,
sometimes used.
working with one of these ordinaryS. HARLOW,
ploughs on bouts a half mile long make
from sixteen to twenty-four miles a day,
Attorney at Law,
ploughing from four aud oue half to six
MAINE.
I>I XHELD,
acres of stubble land.
After the ploughing, which, with us
A WHEELER,
>n the northern part of the grain belt, is
largely done in the autumn, the disk
uarrow, spring tooth harrow or smoothAttorneys and Counsellors at Law,
ing harrow tines aud tils the soil for the
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
trill. Again the four or six horse team
Alton C- Wbeeler.
■Ume» S. Wright.
is used, and a «trip of land from eight to
thirty-two feet wide is prepared at each
passage of the team. Days are agaiu
&
J. H.
counted in milt·*, but to the grain growAND
SURVEYORS.
CIML ENGINEERS
For instance,
acres.
sr miles suggest
IS High Street, South Parle, Maine.
in eight-foot di>k harrow passing down
tnd back across a half mile field has
Maps and Plans made to order.
and the team has
Μ i: * of the tlmberlan<l* an<l pocket maps of I pulverized une acre,
ravelled just one mile. The use of the
;.ntv for sale.
I'ublUhers of the Atlas of Maine.)
packer either before or after seeding is
growing slowly, iu common with the inleasing practice of deeper ploughing
tud better seed bed preparation.
The soil having been put into proper
lilth the drills begin their work. The
Me.
Main
St., Norway,
14
•nd gate seeder aud the broadcast seed
A great six:r are merely curiosities.
eeu or
twenty or twenty-two shoe or
iisk drill, seeding the grain iu rows six
nches apart and putting it at a depth and
u a quantity absolutely under the con,rol of the driver, has done more, in all
■robability, toward rendering seedtime
t certain forerunner of harvest than any
in our somewhat comLead )tber one thing
ΛΊ Kinds of Pipe
plex system of farming. While much
and Iron.
etuaius to be desired in the way of beter tilth and better seed, it seems doubtul if any esseutial betterment can be
Telephone 134-11.
nade in the practical workings of the
ools at present used for growing the
J. WALDO
:rop.
So the crop—two huudred acres or
uore to the team—is sown, and barring
he midsummer frost, or the hot wiuds
;rom the south, or the hail, it comes to
;he reaping. In the southern part of the
Temple Street, rear Masonic Block,
jrain belt headers clip off the tops of
NORWAY.
Τ lephone Connection.
he wheat, leaving the bulk of the straw
>n the ground and saving the fanner the
But iu the
>xpense of a twiue bill.
HOLLISTER 3
lorthern portion the uueveu ripening
Tea
tnd the lateness of the cutting season
uake the use of the bimier more pracL. i>e*v Siidioiae for Bcaj Peep!*
tical. The header is pushed before six
Got.ica Health and Renewed Vigor.
>-·. .<■ f .r
Λ
>r eight horses and cuts a sw.ith sotneConstipation. lu lu-e-tnon. Lire
t K: i" v Trouble*, riinpl.·*. Eczemn. Impure :iraes as
great as tweuty feet wide. The
K. ! Uc<»;«Ih. Slutfrf *h BowfN. Η -rtdich·»
into box racks
m. : l:u ia. lu·.
It".- It ocky Moiintaiu Tea in tab· •ut grain is delivered
made by
a box
•••11. :·">
which move along with the machine,
11· !.t isTcn Dwro Company, NaJison, Wis.
ΐηα is star κ eu in nc*s iruiu »unu ■ * ·*>
GOLDEN NL'CCETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE later thrashed. A header will cut from
thirty to fifty acres a day; a binder half
Either method of cutting
much.
is
L'alls for a large force of men to care for
the grain properly. The annual wastor
age of grain due to poor stacking
Portland Division.
shocking is unknown, but it certainly
runs into the tens of millions of dollars.
BETWEEN POKTLAM) A\l> BOSTON | A header crew consists of at least four
men—the driver, two rack teamsters
Faro $1.00.
and the stacker. A crew cutting and
acres conSteamships "Governor Cobb" and shocking au equal number ofand
two or
Franklin sists of two binder men
"Governor
Dingley" leave
Wharf, Portland, week days at 7 P. M., three shockers. Where either method
Sundays at 8 p. m, due Boston about may be followed at will theforpreference
not only
ν
following day. Returning, leave •seems to be for the header,
week is the twine bill saved but the stacked
India Wharf, Boston, at Τ P. μ
Ljrain has a better color when marketed
days and Sundays.
"haη that thrashed direct from the
Through tickets on sale at principal shuck, where it has been subjected fc>
railroad statious.
the bleaching influence of suu aud rain
The binders are still cutting oats and
as other lines.
low
as
rates
Freight
(lax when the thrashing machines begin
work. A machine, costing comAll carkfo, except Live Stock, is in- their
plete not far from $4,000 with its cook
sured against tire and marine risk.
tent, feeding rack for
i:ar, sleeping
horses and its crew of twenty-two horses
J. F. I.ISCOMB, General Agent,
,»nd two dozeu men, is a far cry from the
Portland, Me.
wooden cylinder machine of our fathers.
A cook, drawing a salary of $80 to $100
λ
mouth, provides for the crew, aud
from sun up to dark the engine throbs
at uoon, pour
i»n, save for a brief stop
iujj a stream of golden grain into the
bushel
grain tanks,
waiting 100 to I'M)
ûrain for as much as eight or teu miles
from the maaway is delivered direct
chine to the elevator, and the farmer
and his family know little rest until the
thrashing season is past. If the farmer
"delivers direct" it means that he has to
change works with his neighbors in orenough teams to handle the
der to

J ^K.
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^I'KIUltT
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Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,

Stoves,

Hardware,
and
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Repairing,

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
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Nuggets

F'cc'.y Mountain
··

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Stove

Edgings,
Wood and)

get

grain, and thirty to forty days are given
up to grain hauling.
Wide tired wagons, capable of sustainexing a tive-ton load, are used i»ltn"8t
clusively, and with from 100 to 150
bushels of wheat loose in the flaring sided tank the four-horse team moves it
South Paris, Maine.
across the prairie to the elevators that
stand out in relief against the horizon.
Before and behind are teams from other
machines—I once counted the smoke
from thirty-three visible within a radius
of five miles—all anxious to get unloaded as quickly as possible and get back
to
to the machine for another load or
is quickly absorbed.
the barn for feed and rest.
Si««s Relief at One·.
The man in front of you jumps into
It cleanses, soothes,
his wagon, and with a sharp command
b'-als aud protects
to his leaders rattles down the exit from
the diseasea mem"Come ou!" calls the
the elevator
brane resulting from
You speak to your
elevator mtn
aud
drives
into the
Catarrh
horses they throw themselves
a
Cold
the
in
away
collar and up you go uuder the high
Head quickly. Keroof of the weighing room. The load
s'ores the Senses of
stands a moment while the weigher
X»ste and Smell. Full siz»· 50 cts., at Drug- ]
takes and records the weight, theu a
gists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 73 «-ents. lever is thrown aud the back eud of the
Ely Brothers, 56 Warreu Street, New York. wagon drops slowly down while the
is
front end lifts. The eud gate, hinged,
removed, aud the grain rushes down
A new Lot
ward into the pit, to be caught up and
carried away to the shipping, or gradof
best
The
occa
<'t Plumbing Goods.
ing, or storage, bin, as need may
oak woodwork for closets. No o!d sion. Another turn of the lever, a fors
"Here
your
ward move of the horses.
goods. Call an«.l Bee this bne.
out
No grain check. Next!" and you are
attended to.
Walt's
bing
for
headed
in the air once more,
for team.
barn aud I'etie Pete's restaurant.
It is » big work. It is doing big farmthe fact
Ij. M. Iiongloy,
ing in a big way, and not even
Ma ;n#>. I that expenses some'imes overtake reNnrwiv
that
ceipts can quite subdue the thrill
stands on a
goes through a man as he
hears
and
tankful of the golden grain
the thrashers far atleld crooning, throbof
bing, singing far into the shadows
the night the song of the golden fl 'ece.
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for it vie·-η years I have fitted flaaaea to defective «-yes and nothing elae—that make* me a
specialist. If your eye· trouble yon la any way.
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•mnc. cune to the man who la a epeclalUt, who
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one
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Aroostook's Short Potato

Crop.
unsatisfactory growing

After a very
and harvesting season Oct. 18 set in
cold and froze up thousand* of acres in
this county; undug fields ranging all the
way from one to 75 acres each, but the
greater part would be in fields of about
three to twelve. I have investigated the
situation pretty thoroughly in this section, which includes such towns as Caribou, Presque Isle, Port Fairfield, Limestone, Easton and some smaller towns
a little more remote from the railroad
centers, and I think that if 40 per cent
of a normal crop goes on to the market
this season it will take them all. This
means 5,000,000 to 5,500,000 bushels as
compared with 17,000,000 raised in this
county in 1906.
Owing to the late spring and the most
unsatisfactory weather conditions (the
equal of which I think has never been in
the history of the county) the potato
crop is the most uneven and lightest.
Ou low and wet land it has been nearly a
failure, but on high and gravelly soil
where they were thoroughly sprayed
with Bordeaux mixture from four to
six times the crop has been satisfactory
and yields of 120 barrels per acre are re-

If
]
5
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By Louis Tracy,

Author of "Wintfs of the Mornini," "The Pillar of
Uiht," Etc.

V. t

COPYRIGHT.

1904.

When growth only is sought oats and
gluten will form a good combination.
When fat in wanted more corn should be
added. For feeding cows it ie fully
equal to cottonseed meal, when fed in
quantities to give the right amount of
uutrients. It is best to use it with a
more bulky food in the case of old animals.
Gluten feed is well adapted to young
lambs and growing pigs. For pigs it
may take the place of wheat middlings
and will cost less for the nutrieuts
secured when bought at usual market
values. Uluten feed does not act as a
laxative as does oil meal, so that a combination of a small proportion of wheat
bran will be found helpful when gluten
feed is used with animals of considerable age. If roots or silage are being
fed bran will not be needed.
The greater bulk of gluten feed makes
gluten
ita^omewhat preferable food toanimals.
meal when fed to well grown
The use of these corn by-products deserves more

study by feeders,

as

increas-

ed amouuts of these seem assured, owof corn
ing to the growing manufacture
into various products.—New England

Homestead.

Of Course Not.
Good farmers do not go around their
barns with a lantern unless they are ab-

solutely compelled
get their chores
They endeavor
done early, as a rule, so that they will
to.
to

need to grope about in the dark.
do not saw boards off with an
axe.
They have sharp saws handy for
such jobs.
They do not let their farm buildings
go without insurance. They carry part
of their own risk by being careful and
looking after the chimneys, but they believe in letting some of the risk fall outside.
They do not ask their boys and girls
to do jobs they do not like to do themselves.
They do not leave work that ought to
be doue this fall till next spring, saying,
4>I shall have more time then."
They do not run store debts.
They do not let the mortage run and
ride in rubber-tired carriages and automobiles that they borrowed the money
to pay for.
They do not use up tomorrow's portion of strength to-day.
They d<> not save money by not subnot

They

the

topmost

was

signed

things

out

right.—Farm

to the sea.
"I could lick your l»oots," he said

thickly.

The queer idea sounded iudlc rou«j.
Yet it conveyed a good deal. It smacked of remorse, repentance.
"Tell me," began Philip, but a loud
knocking without interrupted him.
"Who is thereï" said I>r. Scarth.
"Abingdon. I want to see Mr. Anson." was the reply lu a voice that

Philip hailed joyfully.
Mr. Abingdon was admitted,

has happened?"
Philip told him briefly. As the exmagistrate's glance rested on Mason
and Grenier it became very chilly. It
brought Portland prison near to the
soul of one of thein. lie poured out
more

spirit.

The respite riven by Mr. Abingdon',
arrival gave Mason time to focus hi
thoughts. The man had lived lu an la
ferno since he slipped away from his
sons that morning on a plea of urgent
business In order to catch a fast train

for York in the afternoon.
He knew that Grenier woul.l make
the Station hotel his headquarters. a.i«i
his sole desire was to stop that enterprising rogue from committing further
crimes which might be damaging to
Anson's estate and disastrous to the
peace of mind of the girl lu? 1 >ved.
In no way did he hold Grenier re
sponsible for urging him to commit
murder. The Journey to York was nu
dertaken in the first place to save Phil-

ip's

Λ

memory from the slur which was

liliriiuew

t«»

l»v UPl

«I

UIIVI

nt

ly to afford a plausible pretext
platform accident whereby his

vwuu

for

a

own

life should l>e dashed out of hhu by

ai>

with touching confidence. I have opened two accounts in your name, one η
York and oue in Leeds. £.».000 each.
This morning I heard from London
that £150,000 of your consols had been
realized and placed to your current account. Just to 1* feeling the pulse of
the local money market I drew ou
£2 (too today. It is there In notes on the
table. You will also find the check
books and pass lx.oks In perfec t order
Oh bv the way, I told your man <.reen
to open your safe and send me your
mysterious iiortmanteau. It Is In m>
bedroom. That is all. I think. I am
scrrv if I worried the young lady
cried
••You
unutterable scamp!

P"\\Y11

1 had to keep her quiet, you
As It was. she suspected me.
know.
I suppose my message hadn t the
And-what the
proper ring in them.
deuce Is a blue atom.'
Dr. Scarth was even more Interested
than ever, if possible.
"Blue Atom! Hlue Atom is a nobler
specimen of a dog than yourself. lie
is a prize toy Pomeranian, ^ou are a

"'orel'ier

for an instant grew confused again, lie sighed deeply.
"
A ruue
V dog!" ho murmured.
Pomeranian! Who would have guessed it?"

Philip turned to Mason.

"If 1 leave you here alone with tlii.
Grenier, will you keep him out of

man.
"

Jocky gave his associate a glance
which caused that worthy to sit down
suddenly.
Promise that >on
••And yourself?
will remain as you are until I return.
"I promise."
Anson led hi-· friends from the room.

He thanked the manager for the assistance he had given and told him the

affair mi.'ht be arranged without police Interference.
long and earnestly did he confer
with Mr. Abingdon. It was a serious
thing to let these men off scot fr.

Grenler's car.e was worse In a sense
than that of Mason.
.,
There were three banks involwd.
and forgery to a bank is a crime not
to be forgiven. There was a dubious
wav out.
Philip might accept respom
for («renier's transaction*. If

slbillty

London bank accepted
signature for his. surely the oc.il institutions would accept his for Grenler's.

<|ien'(.r>

the

ΛΙΓ.

Aninguon was

suggestion.

wrom ui wie uuie

forcing your own
engine.
lie would stumble over a burrow name." he protested vehemently.
"Very well, then. lie shall write
fall helplessly In front of an Incoming
cheeks payable to self or order. Intrain and end his career far from 1. >n
"You

will

be

them, and 1 will pay them into
far from inquiry and published dorse
account."
my
to
be
which
injurious
might
reports
"I dare not approve of any such prohis sous.
It might perhaps be necessary to use cedure."
Bo riiilip, though sorely tried, again
forcible means to persuade Grenier to
his arguments that the trial of
abandon his tactics.
They would be labored
would be a cause celebre In
forthcoming. lie gave earuent of that Grenier
which his, Anson's, name would Iκ» unon the stairs.
would
Of course the discovery that Philip pleasantly prominent. Evelyn
iuto It and Abingdon himlived gave a fresh direction to his pur- be drawn
self. There would be columns of senpose. Λ great load of guilt was lifted
sation in the newspapers.
rethe
but
his
conscience,
off
position
Moreover it was quite certain that
mained little less serious personally.
Mason would commit suicide unSo when at last he lteu'un to tell his Jocky
less they captured him by a subterstory there was a brutal directness, a
and then the whole story would
rough eloquence, that silenced all ques- fuge,
leak out.
tioning.
It ended by Philip gaining the day.
At flr«t his hearers thought he was
at the iHjttom of his heart Abingfor
he
describas
incoherent
rambling and
was touched by Mason's story,
ed his release from Jail, his visit to don
as he was.
the Mary Alison home, bis long and thoroughpaced ruffian
They re-entered No. 41. The pair
fruitless search for the lost boys.
were left. Grenier
lie told of his meeting with tîrenier. were sitting us tliey
The affair of
the espionage they both practiced on was not even smoking.
hud deeply wounded
Anson's movements ami th·- plot hatch- the Blue Atom
ed with Laugdou. whose relationship his vanity.
Philip walked struight to Mason and
with Sir Philip and Lady Morland uow
look him by the shoulder.
first became known to Philip.
"Now, listen to me." he said. "I gave
He was quite fair to Grenier, giving
ou the heud, and you
him full credit for hnvinu stopped him jou one crack
Shall we say that
more than once from murdering Philip have given ine one.
when opportunities presented them- Accounts are squared?"
"Do you mean it. sir?"
He dealt ruthlessly with the
selves.
don,

pro; er sequence.
Λη.ΐ i:ve'.yn's letters, too. lay before
• ••ι
lied wilh anger us lie read.
he lied in a sudden blaze, "if
I pi.lk wi.'.i this scoundrel 1 shall do
Mm ati injury. Send for the police.
Th«\\ will L::'»\v how to deal with him."
Th mere mention of the police galvanized Grenier into the activity of a
wil Vat. lie lu;J ri.en to his feet and
was ^amiin
Un.ply between the doctor and manager when that hated word

lié
"Oh!"

elet trilled him.
\· ith duo si»riu;: he was free of tuent,
rushing frantically to the door. Aftei
him «eut all three, the manager lead

"oreuler

tore the door opeu aud got
outside. It was a hopeless attempt. lie
would be stopped by hotel porters at
the foot of the stairs by the manager s
loud voiced order. Yet he raced for
dear liberty, trusting blindly to *ate·
And fate met him more than half-

way.
A tall man coming upstairs with a
pa ice l»oy encountered Grenier flying
He grabbed him in a
downward.
clutch of iron aud cried sardonically:
"No. you don't! A word with me
first if the devil was at your heels!"
Intent on his prize, he paid no heed

in the Grange House, even smiling dreadfully as he described Grc
nler's squeai.llshncss over the suggestion that Philip's face should be battered Into a shapeless mass.
Then followed his journey to London. the meeting with his two sous at
Southwark police station and the torturing knowledge, coming too late, that
he had slain the benefactor of his wife

scene

toothers.

"Which is his room?" he said to the
boy.
"No. 41, sir." stammered the youngster. who thought that millionaires

should be treated with more ceremony
than this wolf eyed stranger bestowed
on the great Mr. Anson.
"Go on. theu! I'll bring him!"
"It is Jockv Mason." murmured Fhll|p to I)r. Scarth. With the manager
thev had halted in the corridor. Ma-

and children.
There was an overwhelming pathos
in his recital of the boys' kindness to
him. Ile gave a lurid picture of Ills
feelings during the previous night as
he listened to their praises of Philip
Anson and their pleasant plans for
their father's future. He only winced
once, and that was at the remembrance of the parting a few hours ago.
Aud lie finished by a pitiful appeal
for mercy, not for himself, but for

son'

strode past them, with eyes only
for the cowering Grenier, who was
making piteous appeals to be set free.
The stronger ruffian threw his confederate into room 41 and was about
to close the door when he saw Philip,

Grenier.
"I put the whole thine Into his inlnd.

hallucination.
The
"Philip knew him Instantly.
voice he heard on the stnirs. the policeman's rough but accurate picture,
the recollection of the captive of Johnson's Mews, all combined to tell him
that In truth Jocky Mason stood be-

_

His

astonishment was extreme at the nature of the gathering, but he instantiy
noticed Philip's wan appearance and
the bandage on his head.
"My dear, dear l»oy," he cried, "what

"Evelyn.·

him'move.

d

Mason's violent character. But. unknown to Philip, he carrie.l a revolver,
which he whipped forth when Grenier
bolted and as rapidly concealed when
it was not neeilcd.
"You did not kill me. you see." said
I'hiHp, sinking into a chair, for the excitement was beginning to tell on him.
The big man slowly dropped his
hands. Ill:; prominent eyes seemed to
he fascinated by the sl_ht of one
whom he threw apparently lifeless in-

close behind him.
scribing for farm papers.
He stepped back a pace, mute, rigid,
They do not "shave notes" at usurious rates for their neighbors.
seeking with glaring eyes to learn
will
that
things
They do not "guess"
whether or not he was the victim of
turn out all right; they just get at it
turn
ind
Journal.

Ablution,

£+
***

before ho was handcuffed
i>r. Sea it h took the precaution of
locking the dcor and putting the key
Into his iKK-k.-t. It Is doubtful· If h<=
would have done this had he known

i,t l'lillip's eve. He t.»ok them up.
Not onlv were his betrn hed'e rnesbut copies of Gresi' es preserved.
nior's replies were inserted in their

,1U

4+

boys' sake, not for mine!"
lli.s extra >rdinary attitude, his no
"Yen* little!" was the cool response.
less extraordinary words, amazed at
least two of his bearers. Ο renier, ren- -Mv excellent friend has made a clean
dered callous now by sheer hopeless- breast of everything. You didn't die
and so spoiled the finest ooup that evcr
ness, wr.s pouring out some brandy
The revul- man dreamed of. I had no dill culty in
and lighting a eigaretto.
sion of feeling at the sight of Mason concocting the requisite epistles from
iou
had calmed him. lie would make the Sir Philip and Lady Morland.
most of the fe.v minutas that were left London hauk accepted my signature

—

..

volver.
tut Philip cried Imperiously:
-Sit still. Mason. I have heard a
that you have to say. Be quiet. I tell
vou. Wait uutil 1 refuse your request
"Mt dear l»oy." interrupted Mr.
who knew Philip's generous
impulses, "you will never think of con-

♦♦

J. CLODE.

notl^

"Forglve me! l^t me carry matters
Now you, Grenier.
a stage further.
What have you to say?"

ι

r

Bath Fears Milk Famine.
Bath householders are beginning to
milk
a
worry over the prospect of
famine. This worry over the milk supply or the lack of it is due to the fact fore him.
More than that, the would be murthat a number of the most prominent
milk dealers in this section are to dis- derer handled his accomplice In a way
continue bringing milk to Bath after that
promised Interesting ^velopSaturday and hereafter ship their milk meuK
Now. perchance, the truth
The
to the creamery at Turner Center.
Iw1 ascertained. Escape was out
might
big price of feed stuffs has much to d<> 1
The
with this decision on the part of some of of the question for either of them.
the farmers who claim that there is not I manager·· cry had brought four stron*
Small Oats Crop Secured.
«nough profit in the business at present oortere pellmell to the spot
The final acreage harvested is return- to pay them for their trouble, time and
"You aud I will enter," said Anson
ed at 27,400,000 acres oats, which makes expense of conducting a regular route.— to Or. Scarth. "You." to the manager,
the total oats crop this yar, according Turf, Farm and Home.
"might kindly remain here with your
b> the local estimate· of our correspondmen for a few minutes."
the
ents, 0.*>»,.m000 bushels. Last year
Laths nailed to the underside of joists
"Shall I summon the police i
estimated at 930,827,000
crop was
overhead in granary, corn or tool house,
I wuut to clear matters
"Not yet.
bushels, grown upon 30,261.000 acres makes a fine place to cure seed corn and
somewhat They are dreadfully tanand producing at the rate of 30.7 bushfloor
drive
the
Over
rata.
keep it from
sled·"
els per acre.
bethe oat* where one passes quite frequently
Mason, spellbound, but fearless as
The unsatisfactory history of
then one may
al- ueath them is Ideal, for
summed
be
up
roav
in ever heard the dead man speak, saw
crop this year
Hollenbeck
them
daily.—E.
weather inspect
most in a word: Unfavorable
He could not refuse the
harvest. Successful Farming.
conditions from seed time to.
evidence of eyes aud ears. As Philip
an
enIn addition to this handicap
Into the room the giant put
Know something about the dairies In advanced
feebled plant was compelled to
of the your neighborhood so as to be able to Lis bauds wildly to his head and sobwith insect enemies in shape
was almost buy heifer calve· of merit when you bed brokenly:
aphis in a beaaure which
"Thank God! Tlmuk God! For my
need them.

unprecedented.

EDWARD

By

CIIAPTKR X\*II.
jf I"E one man stood. the other sat,
gazing at each other In a eli
leucc tint was thrilling.
A
Dr. Xc irth and the hotel manager entered noiselessly and closed the
t>r behind them.
Grenier, adroit
;;· > ni l .vl t'mt he was. was bereft of
speech. of the power to move. He
This was no
harb nvd no delusions.
ported.
The rot also was a great menace and ίί'ι »^t
eon:lug to trouble his soul In
their
have
left
farmers
factory
many
brand daylight. It was Philip Anson
potatoes on the field as it did not pay to hirvse!;'. alive and In full
possession of
pick them and draw them to the fac his
a more terrible apparition
tories at 35 cents per barrel. However,
the starch factories have all been run- than any visitor from beyond the
ning at full blast night and day to grind grave. His presence in that room
the culls that farmers have seen fit to meant penal servitude for life for Vichaul. They will soon be done as they tor Grenier. a prison cell instead of
cannot grind after cold freezing weather nalatial î-Ii.i-îîImts. bread and skilly in
The present prices at the railsets in.
;>! .>·:» >f (V.rîton luncheons.
road center here are about $1.30 to
No wonder the scoundrel was dumb,
31.35 per barrel, but farmers are inHe went
that hi? tongue was dry.
clined to hold for a higher market beliis eyes swain.
lieving that the country as a whole has eo!d all c»vor. and
Philip :'/Ivaaced toward him. («renier
a lighter crop than usual and later -32
will be sure to come their way.—IL L. coidd not move. He was glued to his
Griffin, Caribou, Me., in New Englaud chair.
Farmer.
"Who are you?" said Anson sternly.
No answer. As yet the acute brain
At the Barn.
rei'used to work. Lost—ruined—no eswhen
the
The days are close at hand
cape -were the vague ideas that joscattle will be confined in their quarters tled each other In clmos.
the
winter.
for
barn
.U the
Every
"('au you not speak? Who are you
owner knows that pure air and exercise
that dares to usurp my name after
are a part of the life of every domestic
auiiual. They also know that perfect strh ing to murder me?"
The shifty eyes—the
No answer.
health, aud the vigor that goes with it,
ire necessary to the highest thrift and
eyes of a detected pickpocket—wandertherefore to the greatest possible profits ed stupidly from Philip's set face to
from the cost of their keep and care. that of the perplexed hotel manager
This matter has probably been studied and the gravely amused doctor.
over during the summer, while the stock
Philip never used strong language,
has been at pasture, so that every one is
but lie was greatly tempted at that
should be well informed on the
xr
methods and practices called for in the moment.
"Confound you!" he shouted. "Why
care of their animals during the period
of necessary confinement through the don't you answer nie?"
cold season.
"I—my name Is Philip Anson. The
This added knowledge should appear manager—the—bank."
in the needed provisions for carrying
As a spent fox will vainly try the
out all such requirements called for.
last despairing device of climbing a
Ex pensive barns and costly fixturee are
tree in full siuht of the hounds, so did
not necessary to the best oondition of
Victor tîrehior evolve the desperate
the stock, but pure air and exercise are.
that perhaps
perhaps he
These cost nothing but the furnishing. scheme
All that is called for is to see to it that might carry out a feeble pretense of
these necessities are provided for at the self assertion.
leant possible outlay. An Oregon cattle
If only he could get away into the
man who has
recently been looking crowded station, into the streets, slink
over eastern pure-bred herds writes to
into obscurity while the chase swept
follows:
Gazette as
Breeder's
the
he might yet endeavor to escape.
past,
"More open sheds and exercise, and less
"You
Philip Anson! You vile Impampering in close stables will mean
I am sorely inclined to wring
less tuberculosis and more and stronger postor!
your neck!"
calves."
Philip came nearer. In sheer fright
Good authorities are unanimous in
the claim that here in the oldest part of lest the other might give effect to his
couutry confinement in close quarters words Grenier again backed his chair
Winter care of
has been overdone.
violently. It caught against a thick
stock has a far broader application than
rug, aud he fell headlong. For an inwarm
close
quarters.—Maine stant they all thought he had hurt
providing
Farmer.
himself seriously.
The doctor and manager ran to pick
Corn By-Products as Feed.
",,u
111111 up. nul ill· ruse w uls
I'se of coru by-products for combination with other feeds depends largely whined:
-1 will toll everything. I mean, there
animal.
upon the kind and age of the
Gluten feed and gluten meal have been U some mistake. I^»k «* m>' lettera·
demonstrated repeatedly to be economi- my hank l»ooks. They are l'hilip Ancal and safe feeds for cattle of all classes son's. ludeed. there is η mistake."
and ages. It is well adapted for use
On the table were many documents
with calve* during the period that they
and a pile of hank notes. Everything
are getting milk and aleo for growing
w:i* In order, neatly pinned and dockanimale that are being forced to rapid
eted. Λ number of telegrams. of which

growth.

#
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mis amazing stipulation, bacWea up
a fenrU'SS threat. <>e lt
drew au indignant protest from Mr.
Ab!n~don. Philip nald nothing.
•Oh. very well!" growled Mason.
"There Is another way."
Ills right hand dived Into a
and Dr. Scarth agalu fingered his re-

by

I

I

Mr. Anson." he said. "He would never
have thought of robbing you but for
Let him go; make him leave the
me.
country. Ile will uever trouble you
KKUln. As for me. when 1 ko from this
room I walk to my death. You can't
stop me. I will not lay hands on you,
I promise, but not all the men In waitIns there outside can hold me back. In
live minutes or less I will lie dead. It
will i>e an accident. No one will l>e the
*»
wlxer. and u:y boys Will I spared the
knowledge that their fat'ier triel to
kill the man to wlu.ri

thing."

they

ov;e

every-

Catarrh

Invitee Consumption
1

"Yes, absolutely."

"Then all I can say is this, sir: During the rest of my life I'll make good
use of the chance you have given me.
God bless you for the l>oys' sake more

than my own."

"And you," went on Philip, turning
to the disconsolate Grenier, "will you
leave England and make a fresh start
In a new land? You are young enough
and clever enough In some resj>ects to
earn an honest living."
"I will, sir. I swear It."
The utter collapse of his castle In
Spain had sobered him. The gates of

were yawning oj>en for him,
and the goodness or the man he nad
wronged had closed them In his face.
Never again would he see their grim
front If he could help It.
He readily gave every assistance in
the brief investigation that followed.
Mr. Abingdon looked on askance as he

Portland

checks for ±3,000 and £.",000 on
the York and Leeds banks respectively. but even Philip himself gavo an
astonished laugh when he saw Ids own
signature written with quiet certainty
and accuracy.
"Oh, that's nothing!" cried Grenier
in momentary elation. "I took in Mr.
Abingdon and sent a complete letter
to the London bunk."
"You did not take me in," growled
Abingdon. "You made one fatal miswrote

take."
"And what was that, sir?"
"You alluded to the annual report of
the 'home.' Every one connected with
that establishment, from the founder
down to the latest office boy. invariably calls It the 'Mary Anson home.'
Mr. Alteon would never write of it in
other terms."
Grenier was again abashed.
"Have you any money in your pocket?" said Philip when the forger had

Conie t.τ my Y»"c

Hud oùice next Mou-

d:iy. and ysn will be given sufficient
to keep you from poverty and crime
until you

find your

feet In

Canada.

Wednesday."
"No feir of any failure on my part,
sir. I can hardly credit my good—or,
what I want to say is, I can never
thank you sufficiently."
"Pay Mason's fare to London. Better stay with him. His sous may have
a good Influence on you too."
Ma.-'ou rose heavily.
"I'll And him a Job, sir. He can pack
your bag."
The words recalled to Philip the
knowledge of his Incongruous attire.
Soon he wore his own clothes. He refused to allow Grenier to divest himRemember, yon sail

on

self of the garments he wore, but he
was glad to see his old watch again.
I)r. Scartli bade them farewell and
returned to Scarsdale by the last train.
Philip and Abingdon arrived In London at 2:15 a. in. On the platform, accompanied by her mother, was Kvelyn.
She wept all the way to Mount street,
where Phiiip would l»e accommodated
for the night. She cried again when
she saw his poor wounded head, but
she laughed through lier tears when
she ran <>IT to fetch a very small and
very sleepy dog, with long blue hair

falling in shaggy masses over his eyes
and curling wonderfully over his tiny
body.

·*·***·

Mr. James Crlchton Lang-Ion was Imperatively summoned to London and
given such a lecture by Mr. Abingdon
that he so fat' abandoned the error of

his ways as to strive to forget that
such a person as Evelyn Atherley existed.
The ex-magistrate had seen him in
Devonshire and was so skeptical of his
statements < oneeruiug the whereat touts
of Sir Philip and Lady Morland that
he traveled direct to York via Gloucester and Birmingham to clear up with
Philip In per:· u a mystery rendered
more dense by the curious letter and
telegram he received in London.
One day in August the S'"a Maiden
dropped anchor ott' the Yorkshire coast
not far from the gaunt cliff ou which
stood Grange House.
Dr. Scarth entertained Mr. nnd Mrs.
Anson In his house for the irglit, and
some of the men were allowed ashore.
They cause back full of a story they
had heard how the skipper had met
with a mishap on the big point to
s'uth'ard, was rescued by three fishermen and had bought for each mau the
freehold of the house in which lie
lived, besides presenting them Jointly
with a fine smack.
"He's a rare good sort, there's no
doubt about that," said the chief narrator, "an' of course 'e can afford to
do that sort o' thing, beln* the King o'
Diamonds."
"He's more thsn the King of Diamonds; he's the King of Trumps," observed a gigantic, broken nored stoker
who listened to the yarn, not being one
of the shore going men.
"You've known him this long time,
haven't you, Mason?" said the first

speaker.
"Yes; ever since
boy. Ten years it
lost sight of each
him the other day.
a job— for the sake

he was a hit of a
must be.
But we
other—until I met
Then he ga\e me
of old times."

TUL K.\L>.

LIKE HUMAN CORKS
How the Water In Great Salt
Treats the Bathers.

Lake

Bathing in Great Salt lake Is a
nuique ex|>erlence.
Flights of steps lead down Into the
water from the Interminable platform
along which the bathhouses are situated. The water Is quite shallow nt
first, and you find a rare enjoyment for
a time In wriggling your toes about in
the

salt

that

forms

the

bottom

In

place of accustomed sand. You are
obliged to wade out some distance before you experience the peculiar buoy-

aney of the lake First you feel your
feet trying to swim out from under
you. You find It more and more difficult to walk. You U'gln to float in
spite of yourself. Then you realize
you are uonsiuUuble. You can't sink If

you want to. Throw yourself on your
back or sit dowu or try to swim, and
you bob aliout like a rocking chair In
a freshet. You feel as though you had
You can't help
been turned to cork.
looking at the phenomenon «objectively. You don't see that there Is anyIt
thing peculiar about the water.
looks and feels like any other bathing
water—until you get some of It In your
eyee or In your mouth. Then you wish
Ocean water Is
you hadn't couie.
lu fact, t'alsweet In comparison.
chemists tell us It is eight times leas

enlty.

Yon can't drown in the lake by sinking. but you enn be suiTocated to
death, which Is Just about as uncomfortable and undesirable. We found

signs everywhere warning

us

against

being too talkative or too frolicsome In
the water.
When we came out we brought with
us large deposit» of salt ou our skin
As the water evaporated we found our
selves covered with white crystals
Only a strong shower bath of fresh
water or a good clothes brush can put
you into tit condition to dress.—Travel

Magazine.

Weighting a Hor«;'s Stern.
Rome of the officers and men of a
vessel once anchored In the harbor of
Funchal, Madeira, went ashore for a
horseback ride around the Island.

About halfway up the mountain we
little rulxzentopman,
across η
flushed and evidently very warm, riding a spirited little horse with a stone
tied up in a silk handkerchief slung to

rame

hie tail.
The first lieutenant laughed and said.
"What are you doing with that handkerchief. Brown?"
"Why. you see. sir." said Brown,
"that when I first hitched her up she
pitched ba.Ily. Ik?lu·,' too much by the
so I
rlgge.l this stone on aft

head,

J'ist

and brought her down to her bearings,
and she salle now like a ellpiier. sir."—
"On a Man-of-war."
Did Hi· Best.

"My goodness!" exclaimed an anxious mother. "What in the world made

your face so dirty. Willie?"
"Johnny Jones and me had a fight."
rxclaimed Willie, "an' he throw'd more
dirt In my face than I could ewaller."
-Home Magazine.
The Family Jar.
"The body of the iafe Major Jinks

It weakens the delicate lung tissues,
was cremated."
and
deranges the digestive organs,
"What they goln* to do with It?"
accounted for every farthing.
breaks down the general health.
"ΠΙ8 widow has him corked up iu «
Grenier
dizziInstant
and
one
For
appreciable
It often causes neadache
and hesitated. Then he flushed. He had fruit jar. Says it's the last of thi
smell
the
taste,
ness, impairs
family jars."—Atlanta Constitution.
resisted temptation.
hearing, and affects the voice.
Η reBeing a constitutional disease
"Yes," he said: "plenty. Langtlon
When a girl with an angel food taste
quires a constitutional remedy.
supplied me with funds."
marries a man with a ginger bread
"Howmuch?"
"Two hundred and fifty pounds. I income it's a sign that she doesn't
Radically and permanently cures.
over seventy left."
know on which aide her bread la but
have
tablets
In usual liquid form or in chocolated
doses a.
"I will arrange matters with him. tered.—Dallas New».
known as Saraataba. loo

Hood's Sarsaparilla

it

"Mr. Townsend, he Is a very groat
Is be not?"
She had put the
question wistfully, and Margaret had

a

mnn,

H Summer

answered yes.
"It—it is strange that he can care for

Storm.

By

young, so ignorant, so untrained," faltered the youug voice.
"Do you—do you thiuk he really does—
really?" The big eyes had searched
Margaret's face with un eager, almost

one—one so

A. M. DA VIES OGDEN.
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The afternoon sunshine rippled across
the lake. burnishing the waves to gold
and bringing out soft glints In Margaret Allston's hair. The girl's eyes
gazed dreamily over the water. Her
hands—firm, capable little hands—were
clasped loosely behind her head as she
leaned back in the rustic chair. The
clear, delicately penciled features, the
pliant figure relaxed to a happy abandon—all breathed a rare atmosphere of
refinement and charm. Mrs. Itusbwell,
looking critically at her, wondered for
the thousandth time why Margaret
bad never married.
They were seated in one of the pretty piazza crowned boathouseft which
decorate the Adirondack shores. Margaret had been reading aloud while the
other sewed. Mrs. Itusbwell carefully
threaded tier ueedle.
"It has been so lovely to have you
all to myself tills way, Margaret," she
"I almost wish Ned
said sincerely.
was not bringing up all that mob to-

swered
much."

when entertaining

a

roomful.

Tor

si ter's arms.
It was only for one brief fraction of
time, one half anguished moment, during which the man. bis stern self control shaken, had gathered her close.
Then Margaret broke from him.
The lines
"Belen!" she gasped.
around Lnsslter's mouth whitened.
"I know." he said. "I know." But
despite his effort at self mastery I lie

The girl is awfully young, only sevbut they develop early iu those
countries. So when 1 asked liliti I inHe brought her to see
vited her too.
me Just before I left town, and in spite
of his being so much older I believe
he is going to marry lier, it's quite a
enteen.

romantic story. Isn't it?"
She
"Very." murmured Margaret.
had grown a trifle paler, but that
might have been attributable to the
The breeze was going down
heat.
i>uu.

uti

"·"··"»

*»—

emotion roused was not to be so easily
leashed. The bitterness of years surged
to the surface.
"Margaret!" lie cried. "Oh. Margaret, why did you send me away?"

I

"I remember Mr. Lassiter very well,
she said quietly. "It will lie pleasant
to meet him airain."
But as she dressed for dinner that
evening Margaret foiiud herself uslnj.'

...

than lier usual dainty eare
When she had tini:-IumI tin· girl lifted
the hand glass and surveyed berselt
carefully. A little sigh tluttered lieShe was still
tweeu her parted lips.
slim and straight and tall, but the

quietly.

with only me for guardian there seemI shall try to
ed nothing else to .Ιο.
Hut you,
make her a good husliaud.
Margaret"- lii.s voice suddenly dropped

thoughtful mouth had a tired eiirve.
of
and the soft hair showed a patch
silver.
"And be is engaged to a girl of seventeen," she reflected rather wlstfullj

to au
ret"—

Then out of the ylooui a voice echoed
across the water.
"No, no," If sobbed, and l»oth man
and woman, stopping suddenly, recog"You
nized the voice as Helen's.

mustn't talk βο. I can't marry you.
Oh, I can't! lie loves me. Miss Alston
to
says so. And he has been too good

1 must not break his heart, but
I love Hilly."
Across the murky darkness leaped u
A tremendous
white flash of lire.
crashing peal seemed to split the very
heavens, and then suddenly the rain,
loosed at last, came pouring down,
me.

Improve,
straight, thick hair on his temples was
touched with gray; the pleasant, frank

cool, cleansing, revivifying, bringing η
grateful freshness to the thirsty
ground, restored equilibrium to the
surcharged atmosphere. (Jreat drops
pattered on the pine boughs, but Margaret, her eyes wet with happy tears
was not conscious of the pelting ruin,

had a serious look in them. But
the old flashing smile was there. Mar
of
garet experieuced a sudden sense
relief. There was no hint of awkward
The note of eor
ness in his manner.
dial greeting to an old friend was ex
nctly right. Then he turned.
"I want y<»u to meet Miss di Hereves

for in that second when lake and woods
had stood distinct and clear, silhouetted against that unearthly brilliance,
in that instant of vision had Iteeii revealed the picture of a man and a
maid, a picture o'd when time was
yo'tug Hilly Morrlrf Kissing Helen.

rera." be said.

During dinner Margaret looked at

the little South American. She seemed u more child, with her great, dark,
velvety eyes and sensitive, quivering
mouth. And Townsend Lassiter cared
for her. He treated her with a grave,
careful tenderness that considered her

"Margaret!" cried I.asslter hoarsely.

"Oli, Margaret, you saw. you heard
Helen Is going to marry Hilly Morris
and you—you an· Rolng to marry me,
aren't yon. Margaret?" as slit lifted

every want. Yet all at once Margaret
was conscious of a sudden, swelling
sympathy for the shy, half frightened
little thing. She seemed so young, so
helpless. As they all rose to leave
the dining room Margaret spoke to her
In kindly, halting Spanish. The small
face lighted up. the soft olive cheeks
as

her face to his.

THe Poet whellcy.
with ardor among
d
Shell ·,ν I!
parlons In
Ideas, aspirations and
which there was something at once
Irresponsive and abstract. lie followed every impulse. wit'out choice or restraint. with the ab/ti'lotiineiit of a

the girl stammered

grateful reply.

Margaret

unconscious entreaty -"Maiga-

clearly

"Will he think me very changed. I
wonder?" Then with a sudden change
of mood she blew out the candle and
"lie has probably forgotten
smiled.
the whole episode ages since. she de"Don't Ihî a goose, Margaret
cided.
Evoking ghosts Is a foolish pastime."
But despite her philosophy Margaret
of In
was conscious of a quick throb
terest as Townsend Lassiter came for
lie at least hau
ward to greet her.
uot changed, or if he had it was but
1 lie
conceded Margaret.
to

some

,1

"I—1 thought I
woman unsteadily.
iliilu't care, and then it was too lat««—
you had gone. But—but you are happy
now," she urged. "Helen"—
"Helen Is a child." snM Lasslter
"When she was left so alone

even more

flushed duskily,

very

easily.

Washington. And Belen til Herrera
arrives to·». She is a sort of ward of
He know her parents
his, I believe.
intimately, and when they both died
he rallier took charge of the girl and
has just brought her up to her mother's people. She was an American.

III!·

cares

my way to the boathouse," explaining
"Belen and young Morris are
on the lake, aud It looks so like a
storm."
It had
"Come," she said quickly.
grown very dark. The sultry air was
Not a sigh stirred the
breathless.
The slippery, overbranches above.
grown path was dlllicult to tind, but
Margaret sped unheediugly on. That
little frail canoe out on the tumbling
waters! Oh, why was the boathouse
so far?
And then all at once a gnarled
old root thrust boldly out caught lier
She tripped, stumbled, and the
foot.
next instant she had fallcu into Las-

She di.1 not think that the
comfort.
would bother her greatly. Mrs.
Rush well reflected.
"Well, there are Susie Iloyt and Billy
Morris and Mm Black well and—and—
oh, yes, you remember Townsend I.assiter. lie is ju ;t returned from Chile,
where I Itellme he was the most popular minister ever sent there from

people

WllU

"lie

soft carpet of fallen needles—a quick,
Arm tread coming hurriedly down the
path. Margaret turned. It was dusky
under the thick sheltering boughs, but
she recognized at once that it was Lusslter. At sight of the white tigure before him the man started.
"Margaret!" he ejaculated sharply.
"Margaret!" But he caught himself
"I beg your pardon," he
at once.
"You looked almost like a
smiled.
ghost there among the trees. I am on

herself, the fresh, cool breeze, the
fringe of given edging, the sparkling
bit of blue, the distant glimpses of
purple mountains— these tilled her with
an unspeakable sense of peace and

unru tiled."

steadily.

But the question lingered in Margaret's mind, touched to a poignant significance by the memory of that small
white face. Of what was the child
thinking? Whence came the hidden
feeling which prompted the query?
Margaret, despite the close atmosphere. shivered. Why had I-asslter returned ami why. oh. why, had he come
here to destroy, this time forever, the
peace of mind which Margaret had believed so secure at last? And this |>oor
child who loved her!
Involuntarily
How
Margaret wrung her hands.
hard, how complicated, was life! But.
thank Heaven, tomorrow they would
all separate. After tomorrow she need
see him no more.
Th"re was a step behind her on the

night."
A glint of laughter flickered iu the
girl's e.\ es.
"
And who all are coming?" she
queried idly. She knew Mary's social
tastes—Mary, who was never so happy
as

supplicating intensity.

For a moment Margaret's heart had
What
almost stopped its beating.
could the child mean? Then she had
forced herself to calmness.
"I know he does," she had an-

was

i. hid.
"Oh. lift me ns a
almost startled at the loveliness of the leaf In the
a cloud!" was hi·'· prayer
a
child, and young Morris, close Itehlnd. wave,
to the west wind and to every Influcaught his breath.
Circumstances meant so little
ence.
Invited
been
had
The house party
tli."t he was unconscious of the
him
to
three
days
for two weeks, but hardly
of c'lanare to sentiment, and
cruelty
be
well
Hush
had passed lief ore Mrs.
of the estant of Ills cruelty to
thus
gHU dimly to surmise something wrong.
lie rimed at moral perfecwomen.
To all appearance her guests were well
tion. hut was really of a perfect aeschosen and congenial, but some subtle
thetic selfishness. He was full of pity
Vixtli sense made her aware of a
and ecneroslty and desired the liberabut
hidden,
a
tension,
carefully
strain,
tion and uplifting of humanity, but
acutely present. She fell to watching,
l.unmnlty was less real to him than
little
The
but conclusions battled her.
his own witch of Atlas. He only totjcY
South American girl, her eyes wider
human action and passion closely
ed
and darker than ever, clung to Marone of his works, and he
devo- In a slncle
almost
an
with
passionate
garet
said of "The Oencl:" "I don't think
MarMorris
The
tion.
boy moped.
how
much of It. Mv object was to see
garet. In a mood difficult of analysis,
succeed in describing passions
could
I
brilenveloped herself In a wayward
In
I have never felt."—Arthur Symons
liancy Impossible to penetrate. Once
Atlantic.
or twice Ills hostess caught Lassiter
ttudying with curious eyes his little
Portrrit and Slipper.
What was the matter with
flancee.
with
A touching anecdote, associated
them all. wondered Mrs. Kushwell.
at
gallery
the
National
In
α
be
picture
Was Lassiter jealous? There could
an English lady
told
Is
by
Edinburgh.
nothing serious In the Morris boy's atIn her liook, "Potpourri From a Surrey
tentions.
She writes: Several picGarden."
It was the last night of their stay.
tures stand out with peculiar Interest,
Itecn
had
clouds
piling
All day heavy
life sized Galusliorough
of especially the
up in the west, threatening masses
Mrs. tirahame. She sat
the
of
young
the
below
violet. The sun had sunk
for the picture as a bride, but Itefore
horizon In a sullen blaze of dull red.
It came home she was dead and her
The stillness and the heat were Inhusband had gone to the wars. When
tense.
Margaret, restless and weahe came back he never had the coura refseeking
outside,
had
ried.
slipped
which contained
age to open the case
uge, a breath among the stately pines.
On his
his young wife's portrait.
In
murmured
head
they
Above her
after It was
long
years
many
death,
and
musical
mysteriendless cadence,
painted. It was opened by his heirs,
ous. B'it to her troubled mind the tranand Inside the case was the little
quillity of the woods brought no |>ence.
white slipper she had left with the
As yet the pain was too fre.di for nato finish his pictwisted painter to help him
And
ture's
assuagement.
The portrait wus given to the
ture.
own
her
of
perthe
tangle
through
gallery, and the slip{ier
sistent thoughts ran a teasing little Edinburgh
was kept by the family.
the
dinner
Before
question of Helen's.
girl had come to her room. The ea
Vague.
mellh-ilke face was pale: the dusky
Shi
"My husband Is really very atteneyes hat! an odd look of sufi'ui ing.
he bought me a du.?en
had ; liked
p Margaret s silver hand tive. Yesterday
Blatter.
eluss and stood baluueiug it absently. Tails."—Meggendorfer

I
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY;
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ATWOOD

FORBES,

A

Fritter· and

Pari· HUL

Proprietor··
Α. Ε. Fobbks.

UKOBOK M. ATWOOD.

Tkums —$1.30 a year If paid strictly In advance.
Hherwlee $-'.00 a vear. Single copie· 4 cents.
AU legal advertisement*
ΛυνκκτιβΚΜΚΒΤβ:
are «riven three connective insertion· for $1.50
column. Special contract·
In
of
length
lier inch
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

ers.

New type, fast presse·, electric
Job Pristino
power. exi>erlenced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.
ItXULE COPIES.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the uubllshers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copie· of each 1a*ue have been placed on
«ale at the following place· In the County :
Shurtieff's Drug Store.
South Paris.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Mfred Cole. 1'ostmaster.
KuckHeid.
Mrs. Harlow, HostOffice.
I'url· UU1,
Samuel T. White.
West Parla.
K. A. Shurtleff A Co.

UnlverPomona

ADVKKTtSEMENTS.

NSW
Blue Stores.
Kur Coats.

For Your Tbankenlvlsg Cooking.
I.adtes Buv Revelation Shoes.

Thanksgiving.
PROCLAMATION.

The season for Thanksgiving Is at hand and
the history and experience of another year pre
sent themselves for consideration by a prosper
ou* and dlscrlmluat.ng people.
Not every such period or time can bring the
and happiness to the
maximum of

communltv, an·! It Is well to remember that advers ity as well as success 1» a force that develop,
the power* and opportunities of the individual-*
and the -tatc.
Th·· citizen- of Maine are proud of their State.
Indu trlou* *>>d contldetit. and for the manv re
wards and ld-.-*s|ng· that have t»ecn vouchsafed
them, they are reverentlv thankful.
Now, therefore. 1, William T. Cobb, Governor
November 28, aof Maine, hereby appoint
Thanksgiving D ir. and ask all our people to
manl'est their gratitude by such an earned
observance of this beautiful an I time honored
cu-t m as will cheer the hearts of the unfortu
nate and tie acceptable to the God from whooi
our bounties fall.

Mere and There.
recent article on the building of a
wasps' nest says that a nest may contain
as many as ten thousand wasps, but that
an avenge would be about half that
number. Almost any one who has evei
stirred up a wasps' nest in good shape
would be willing to testify that either
estimate is much too small.
A

Again it is being alleged that the dogfish is good to eat. For all previous
time the doltish, which kills the food
fish, has beeu regarded as the scourge oi
the seas, and when one by accident came
up to the surface ou a hook, he wax
killed with as much cruelty as possible
in a limited time, and thrown overboard.
Thev have considered trying to exterminate him, and now they are seriously
talking of doing it by eating him. Verily
our appetite is governed about as much
by our acquired foolish notions as by oui
good sense and taste.

a

state—not

fished

Rev. Dr. Blanchard still remains on
the sick list, but is Improving.
I. Π. Berry has just completed two
large snow rollers for the town of Denmark, by order of the road commissioner.
Fred Alexander is visiting friends in
Boston.
The fall term of high school ended
Friday, the 15th.
Rev. A. C. Boyd was in Portland,
Monday, the 11th.
Apple buyers are not so plenty at the
present time in this section.

«££

fes™r.»r.?rpr.'f^
rfiTn.
£

Locke's Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Farnham were in
town one day last week.
Mrs. Lucinda Small of West Paris is
visiting at Earl Farringtotfs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlett were at
Berlin, V. H., lust Tuesday on business.
W.ilter Knight and family of Walker's
Mills have moved to Dudley Cottage for
the winter.
Charlie Martin of Rumford is clerking
at the hotel.
The V. I. S. Sewing Circle met with
Mrs. C. E. Stowell on Tuesday. The
μΙθ will be held at Mt. Abram Hal),
Thursday, Nov. 21.
The following card has been received
by several people in town:

ï£S«"iS&
^«25Kwr-ru3t
Ηιβ° ν*

fltWe
S
'«nod

Gen
The story that Gen. Grant,
Thomas and Admiral Farragut offeree
their services to the Confederate govern
ment early in the civil war is prompt!]
denied by the man who was said to hav<
the documentary evidence in support ο
the statement. Which was to be expect
ed, of course.
When the proposition to create a stat< >
auditor by amendment to the constitu
tion was before the people, the Demo
crat consistently
opposed it, on tin
ground that it was paying another office
to do what the executive council waj
paid for doing, and ought to do as i :
should be done. Now that the office
has been created by act of the legisla
tu re, and Charles P. Hatch has becomi
the incumbent, we may be willing toad
mit that it's a good thing after all
Early in his work Auditor llatch dis
covered that the state owed the Indian
a considerably larger annual sum than i ;
On
economica
was
giving them.
grounds this discovery would hardl· t
justify paying the auditor a good salary
but it puts the state right. Then a fev
days since Mr. Hatch held up a bill fron
the fish and game department for a nutu
ber of mileage bo ks, which was not ac
companied by any iterated statement
or even any statement except the genera 1
one that the books bad been used by thi
department. That hold-up is also go«x I
business. At the rale the auditor is un
covering archaic methods of keeping tin
state's books and paying the state'· Dills
it will not take long to make him worti
•II he costs.

l^er q^n-

iro Tib

■

Byron.

Miss Sarah Taylor and her brother
Virgil, also Mrs. Lula Hodsdon and
Charles Mardin from this town attended
Pomona Grange Wednesday, the 13th, at
Mexico.
They report an interesting

meeting.

Mr. Throwlee from Wilton, a hunter,
home an eight point 210

recently took
pound buck.

Swift River
bridge
near Houghton, which was carried off in
the recout freshet, has been replaced by
The Mott

across

a new one.

L. A. Dunu has recently returned
home from the Lake, where he has been
at work building for the Cummings
Bros.
The Coos Lumber Co. have taken
down the old Greeu Hodsdon bouse at
Gum Corner, and are building a new one
in its place.
B. Andrews from Canton has come
with a crew to cat timber on the Whit-

And by the way, while we're speakin*

of taxes—perhaps we're not thinking ol
them just now, but we shall have t< •
soon—it is well to bear in mind that th<
"Thai
last legislature passed this law:
on and after January first, nineteen hun
dred and eight all municipal officers ol
citie· and towns in making out their an
nual report shall cause to be printed ii
said report the name· and amounts ol
all delinquent tax payers which hav«
been committed to the treasurer or collector for collection." To be «are, il

iey

place.

East Bethel.
Brothers are presaing hay
here and boarding at Z. W. Bartlett's.
Swan
and Erneet Buck visited
Edgar
the lakes last week after deer.
Mr. Leslie Brown, assistant on the R.
P. D. route, ia deliveriug mail while Mr.
J. S. Rutcbina enjoys a two weeks1
vacation.
There was great rejoicing here when
postmaster J. H. Swan received a telegram from Washington, Friday, Nov. 15,
stating that the atar route service from
Locke's Mills to Hanover was to contions as usual.

Douglass

j

!

•vinouncc

on

Abbott"

F.

of

L.

Valla

(

we

who

In behalf of the w. κ.
wish to thank the kind friends
fruit

Brownfleld.
A very email

noon.

enow

squall

this fore-

Famere are very buey gathering apples
and eending them to market. They get
$2.25 a barrel. Milk six cents per quart.
Eggs thirty cents per dozen. Butter
twenty-eix cents per pound.
John McDonald in building a barn.
Reuben Linscott is putting an addition
on to hie hen house.
The remaine of Mrs. Thomas Sullivan
were brought from Conway and interred
in the Brownfleld cemetery. The funeral services were held at the Congre-

gational

church.

Sumner.
Bessie Hazejtine is working for Mrs.

Thomas.
A. W. Crockett and wife went to
Lewiaton Nov. 9th.
The Dyer brothers sold a veal calf to
Charlie Thompson of Hartford for 118.00

ney's last week.

Thursday.

Carrie Frances
to
Mr. Carroll Uenrv Hrcweter
Tuesday the twelfth of November
nineteen hundred and seven
Leeds, Maine.
At Home
after December the firat
3*2-1 Main Street
LewUton, Maine.

m?6"-'
The itinerary

as

arranged took

I

In Norway and Paris,
For Sale.

I
!

j

If you have property for sale

us ι

As usual

good

Norway

' isrgain.

$IO*SO.

$3.75,
$3.25,

Real Estate,

and

■

0

beyond our comprehension.
Among the chief attractions were the <!
giant's coffin, the arm chair, the bridal !
altar, the bottomless pit, (which lias a
bottom,) Shelby's dome, the star chamber, Martha Washington's statue, the
acute angle, ae well as many others.
are

and

Ι»η rnh

of

the

John Willie has returned from
where he has been at work for hie father,
who cut his hAnd a while ago.
Bertie Moulton, who went to the
Sisters1 Hospital in LewistOD, is getting

along finely.

Walter Lord killed

a

fine buck deer.

John

steamer

Sylvester, deck boy on the
Ransom B. Fuller, was drowned

at Gardiner Tuesday by failing from a
ladder on the bide of the steamer.

Fisk

SOUTH

A work train which was
at

taking

Newport Wednesday

to

sidlet a

a

freight train by, was struck a glancing
blow by the freight for which it was
clearing the track. Seven of the crew
of the work train were somewhat injured, though not seriously, but all bad a
narrow

escape.

A fire which

started

early Tueeday

morning in the drug and paint store of
H. H. Hay's Sons in Portland did large
dam:tge before it was got under control.

The stock of the Hay«, and the stock of
the James Bailey Co., dealers in harnesses and horse furnishings, next door,
are reckoned as total lose, and both

buildings

are

considerably

The total loss is reckoned at

damaged.
$135,000.

gel

you

ready for some new clothes,
would like to sh >w you our
You'll
men's

see

we
as-

wearables.

men's

of

sortment

of the best in

some

clothing.

We like to sell you Hart,
Schaflner & Marx clothes because

PARIS, MAINE.

they're all wool, and no question
about it ; we feel safe if you buy
these clothes; we know they're

statement of the

right in every way. When we
sell them to you we know you'll
be satisfied.

H. B. Foster,

t 45 51
asset*,
Premium notns nulijcct to aeses'ment, $4,584 15
4.5S4 15
Halancc due on premium notes,
E. T. STEAKN'S, Secretary.

Set cash

One Price Clothier,

Norway, Haine.

For Sale.

University

morning service, where Mrs.
spoke to the students. Mrs.
is
national superintendent

Buckfield,

4Ç-47

1907 by
Hart Schatf'ner & Μλγχ

Copyright

gave Jubilee Hall, a beautiful building
and beautifully situated. At its head is
Dr. J. O. Merrill, formerly of Portland,
and once editor of the Christian Mirror.
Sunday evening Gen. A. S. Dagget
Portland
spoke in the Ryman auditorium to an
immense audience, his subject being
in
AND BOSTON, fl.OO.
ΡΟΜΧΛΛΊ»
"The influence of the sale of liquor
the army canteen." He spoke from exSTATEROOM» fl.OO.
perience and knew whereof he spoke.
Steamships "Governor Dinglov" or
It seemed to some who listened that
"Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
such a presentation of the subject ought
week days at 7 p. m., for Bosto be convincing, but as one who heard Portland,
ton.
said, "It is, to those who believe as he
R otur nine
does." Those who will not be convinced there are, no matter what is said or
Leave Union Wharf, Huston, at 7 p.m.,
by whom.
for Portland.
Monday morning the wheels of the
and
by
Through tickets on sale at principal
convention begin to move again,
Wednesday night will have ceased re- railroad statiooe.
volving and the lesser wheels will reFreight rates as low as other lines.
ceive a new force and turn the coming
All cargo, except Live Stock, ie inI wear with greater activitv.
sured against fire and marine risk.
Ε. Α. G. Sticknky.
Nasuvillk, Tenn., Nov. 11, 11)07.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.
The body of t)aniel A. Bosworth of
Garland was found Friday morning liaugBosworth
ing to a tree in the woods.
He had
was a Grand Army veteran.
to
been missing about a month, and there
were vague rumors of foul play in conA
his disappearance.
nection with
coroner decided that no inquest was

Fur Driving Coats
and Caps.

A SIGNIFICANT PRAYER.
"May the Lord help you make Bucklen's Arnica Salve known to all," writes
"It A Full-sized 75c. Bottle of Uric-0, the
J. G. Jenkins of Chapel Ilill, N. C.
Only Absolute Cure for Rheuquickly took the pain out of a felon for
me and cured it in a wonderfully short
matism Ever Discovered.

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

teamship Company.
Division.

We are now prepared to show a fine line
of these goods.
Coats ranging in price
from $20.00 to $50.00.
In fur

Black

just

time."

Best

on

earth for sores, burns

Chocolate Pie I
Chocolate PI· t
The more you eut tho mom you want If they
are maile from "OUR-PIE" Prepiratlnn. Try U
«ml tell your friend» how easy It le to make deliThree varieties— l.emon,
ctus chocolate ides.
Chocolate ami Custsrd—at ^roccm 10 cent* a
4β 4!)

package.

PARIS SHOULD KNOW.

hundred
years have
passed since the medicinal, curative elements known to exist in the cod's liver
were first discovered and recognized by
physicians as a specitic in the treatment
of pulmonary and wasting diseases, and
as a body-builder and Btrength creator;
but how to extract those medicinal elements from the oil in which they were
enveloped, has been the study of some
of the most expert chemists in the world.
Now, the process discovered by two
eminent French chemists, Morgues and
Gautier, should interest every person in
South Paris. By an extractive concentrating process they discovered a way to
separate the tonic, body building and
fresh
curative elements contained in
cods' livers from their useless oil.
By
this process Vinol is made.
but
Because Vinol contains no oil,
embodies all the medicinal value of cod
liver oil, with tonic iron added, it is fast
superseding old-fashioned cod liver oil
and emulsions. As a body builder and
strength creator for old people, weak
women, delicate children, after sickness,
and for all pulmonary troubles, nothing
has ever been known to excel Vinol. We
ask South Paris people to try Vinol on
our offer to return their money if it doe-*
F. A. Shurtlell Λ
not give satisfaction.
Co., Druggists, South Paris, Me.

Nearly three

Miss Elizabeth E. Merrill of Wales
committed suicide by hanging Monday.
Miss Merrill was about 43 years of age,
and had been a teacher in the Leniston
She
schools for nearly twenty years.
was an active church member and a respected and useful member of eociety,
but had been mentally affected for somo
months, and had been granted .six
Lovell.
months' leave of absence by the LewisMr. and Mrs. S F. Ileald and daugh- ton school board in the hope that she
ter Madge have returned from a trip to would recover.
Boston and other places.
The state printing for the two coming
SOUTH PARIS.
47
Fr<>m reports received there seems not
was awarded by the governor and
much change in the condition of Mrs. years
council last week. The large item in
NOTICE.
Mary W. Bell, who is at Dr. King's Hos- the
printing, the book work, which has in the District Court of the United States for the
at
Portland.
pital
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
for many years been done at the KenneThere was work in the third and
)
bec Journal office, was awarded to the In the matter of
fourth degrees at Suncouk Grange FriI HA O. BROWN,
} In Bankruptcy,
Waterville Sentinel Co. of Waterville,
of Rumford Falls, Bankrupt.)
day evening.
the half-tone work, which went
except
Ira
O.
of
Brown, In the
creditors
Many barrels of apples were frozen on to the Maine Farmer. The bulk of the To theof Oxford and district aforesaid
:
County
the trees in this town.
tne 16th day of
that
on
went
to
the
Ladd
Is
Notice
miscellaneous printing
hereby given
Good progress is being made on the
Λ. D. 1907, the said Ira O. Brown
November,
One
of
or
two
Co.
Augusta.
Printing
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
club building and on the addition to
small divisions of it went to R. P. Ilarmeeting of his creditors will be held at the office
Hotel Kezar at the Lake.
riman of Buckaport No awards were of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris,
W. H. Farrington and Mr. Crawford
at 10 o'clock
D.
made on the ballot printing, or the legis- on the 4th day of Dec., A. time1907,
the said creditors
are
bu}ing and shipping potatoes to lative printing. For the legislative work In the forenoon, at which
their
claims,
appoint a
m;ty attend, prove
New York.
transact
Burleigh & Flynt of Augusta, publishers trustee, examine theas bankrupt, and come
beDrama at Pine Grove Hall the 22d Inst. of
business
other
such
may
properly
the Kennebec Journal, who have alfore said meeting.
Charlotte Hobbs has visited a week at
for
ways done it, were the only bidders
South Paris, Nov. 18. 1907.
Portland.
WALTBB L. GRAY.
the work aa a whole, and they do not
Referee In Bankruptcy.
oare to take it unleu they have someHebron.
thing else with it, aa it require· a large
For Sale or to Lease.
Z. L. Packard W. R. C. held their force of men for three months out of
usual meeting Friday afternoon.
twenty-four, with nothing the rest of
bull.
A
A
On Saturday Hebron Grange celebrat- the time.
winner.
ed
their thirty-second
anniversary.
A counterfeiter haa been arrested who
There was an all-day meeting with dinS. M. KING.
ner, but we have bad no report of the waa making silver half dollars In a seSouth Paris, Nov. 8.
exercises
cluded spot Id the Ramapo Mountains.
46-47
Little Doris Hibbs had another ill The coins were said to be minted so that
turn Thursday morning. Much anxiety Dnly an expert could detect tbem, and
NOTICE.
is felt about her recovery.
they were practically pure «liver, in in- The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
Between Qve and six o'clock Thursday trinsic value equal to the government I has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
morning we bad a heavy snow squall coinage. Still he was making a good
BI.LIS P. RUSSELL, late of Sumner,
which whitened the ground for the first profit on tbem. But only the United In the County of Oxford, deoeued, and given
time this season. Mercury at 22 de- State· government, notwithstanding the j bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
grees this Friday morning. Ten degrees limited power· which the atrict con- are desired to present the same for settlement,
below freezing is cold enough for αι.
itrnotioniata would give It, la authorized and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
I
immediately.
Applet and barrels are still being haul* to take twenty-seven cent·' worth of payment
LOTTIE M. BU89KLL.
HOT. ISth, 1907.
lilvu and a temp It on·· half dollar.
•d by daylight and dark.

Pullets for Sale.

two-year-old Jersey

If you want
ask to see our $60.00 fur lined coat.

Don't ride and shiver this winter but get

want a

cap

of

It will

give

us

pleasure

ever

shown,

goods.

to show these

truly,

Yours

style.

to wear with

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Today.

Write for It

FALL

trial of the famous Smith Prescription, Urlc-O,
for Rheumatism. Urlc-O will cure It an'l cure It
to stay cureil. No faith Is required while taking
till* superb remedy. You take It according to

A cordial invit tion is extended to all wish'ng to ste.fall
millinery. I shall be assisted by Miss Alice P. Day and

Mrs. F. E. Drake.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

all yt.ur friends anil acquaintance* who are suffering from Rheumatism. This Is the method
tint has made Urlc-O famous wherever Introduced. The cure of several so-called Rheumatic

Successor

Discharge.

Mrs. Ε A. Howe,

MAINE.

Thanksgiving
A day of home gatherings, pleasant thoughts aiul a goo I dinner.
How much better the dinner looke when the table is spread with good
Assortment·,
linen. Why not buy the linens now that you are needing?
arc

Petition for

to

SOUTH PARIS,

means a

will Hend you a full sized "Sc. bottle free.
Urlc-O Is sold and personally recommended In
47-W
South l'arle by K. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Novelties.

Millinery

We could not afford to do this If we didn't have
all the confidence In the world In Urlc-O, and
know that after you are cured you would have
no he-iltancy about recommCntilng the remedy to

eteady sale
Urlc-O Is good for
It acts upRheumatism and Rheumatism only.
on the blood by driving (he uric ami poisonous
This Is the
rheumatic acid from the system.
only way Rheumatism can ever be cured and It
I· the Urlc-O way. Most druggists sell Urlc-O,
but If you want to test It, cut out this notice and
mall It today with your name and address and
the nime of your druggist to The Smith Drug
Co., 2S5 Smith III !g., Syracuse, Ν. Y., anil they

HATS

AND

directions, ami you will be cured In spite of
yourself and any doubts you may have as to Its
efficacy. We don't ask you to buy Urlc-O on
We'll buy a Urge 73c. bottle for you and
faith
male you a present of It, If you will agree to
tak.· It according to directions.

Bankrupt's

of these

one

it. We have the best line of these we have
from $3.50 to $4 00
The latter real seal.

We want every man or woman who suffer*
from Rheumatism amt has lost all faith In remetile» to write us today for an absolutely free

Incurables In a community
of U lc-0 In that vicinity.

morning.
little or no change

last for years with
After you get the coat you will

Sufferers

and wounds. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.'β drug store.

Russian

They

Rheumatism

necessary.

showing Blended Rat, Bulgarian Lamb,
Buffalo, Wambat and Coon.
something nice and a little more dressy,

we are

Martin,

coats and bid defiance to the coldest

Free

John W. O'Brion, a gas piper, 25 years
of age, ended his life Thursday night at
Every Woman In Pari·
his home in Portland by turning on the will he κ'»Ί to know that local grocers uow have
"OITR.I'IK" a preps-.itl ·η In three
gas. He leaves a widow and four chil- In etock for
varieties
making I.euion. Chocolate un<l Cusdren.
tard i>le* Kach 10-cent package make» two p'es.
t: (5
lie euro ami onlcr to day.
Some of the men in the engineering
department of the Bath Iron Works
have been figuring lately and have found
Valuable Information.
that it will require 20 miles of Steel tubof
two
boilers
the
for
the
torpedo
ing
SOMETHING KVEKY PERSON IN SOUTH
boats to be built by this plant.

ing

when

day

Some

for the
Thurm.»n
Thurman
A good sccond-h'nd hot air furof work
Inquire of
among the colored people, and has nace, coal or wood.
A. W POTTLE,
wrought wonderfully for them. This
Ve.
University is named for Gen. Fisk, who
went out to

Telephone 118*8.

PTICIAN

superintendents

Presbyterian delegates.
Sunday the pulpits of the city were
very generally filled by our best speakNorth Waterford.
ers.
Several of the Maine delegates
Canton

years an elder

Block, Norway, Maine.

House

OR

Condensed
John S. Ricker, a native of Buckfield, answered the roll call, the south and
Lovell Mutual Fire Insurance Company |
but a resident of Milwaukee for more
west being well represented,
OF LOVELL, MAINE.
than fifty years, died in that city Oct. while New
England has the smallesf
ASSETS DEC. 31, Ι'.Κίβ.
19th, at the age of 87 years. He was for number it has had for years.
4:1 M
ι'a»h In hands of ofllcers or agents,... $
a long time at the head of a grocery firm
50 00
Saturday afternoon was devoted to the Λ 11 other aesete,
in Milwaukee, but for several years had introduction of
guestn and
distinguished
not been actively engaged in any busi- fraternal
$ US 51
Grose cash
delegates, and from five to
He was a member of the Milwau- seven o'clock a
ness.
was given by
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1900.
reception
kee Chamber of Commerce, and for forty the
governor at his mansion, to the Total liabilities,
λ

Company,

jurious

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

Friday morning convention opened at
0:30, Mrs. Stevens in the chair. All the
general officers and a large proportion
presidents

rong Glass

the market

on

S. RICHARDS,

Twined,"

uf state

The above are the best
price. Call and see us.

$3.50.

worth the

are

Opera

NO CHARGE FOR TESTS.

Round the World the Ribbon White is
after which we retraced our
steps to the outer world.
We reached Nashville at 10 p. m. On

large

very

$4.00.

14 inch

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

earing the

i« competent to fît spectaWe show and excles.
plain to you why we are
right, and guarantee results.

None was more beautiful than the star
chamber.
The party came to a resting place and
while halting were favored with recitations from Maine and Alabama, while
New Hampshire led us in singing "All

a

We have them in the best ribbed rubbers with heels, as follows: 8 inch $3.00, (O inch $3.25* 12 inch $3.50, 14 inch
16 inch
Spring heel, 10 inch $3.00, 12 inch

Moses P. Stiles,

W

with

LEATHER LEGS.

p. u,
when we were due to leave for Nash- !
Price
ville. As usual the train was late. The
«
visit to the Cave was a wonderful experience. The places in that subterAfter
ranean cavern are full of interest.
the party passes in, the guide clones the
insurance and
door and turns the key, and one can but
the
of
the
a
time
for
feel
oppressiveness
NTorway, M aine.
situation. This is soon relieved as the
ι
receiver
the
takes
down
guide stops,
and holds telegraphic communication J
with the world above. This was hardly <
<
the experience of the discoverer in 1802,
or of the men who prepared salt peter J
there to be used in gunpowder in the <
The vats remain, the hoi- ! <
war of 1812.
low logs for conducting water, the im- j
press of the feet of the oxen and
May prove more i·
wheels are there as they were nearly a <
to your eyes than wearing
century ago.
Not every
none at all.
One can in a few hours but just begin !
<
to see the wonderful formations, but
man who calls himself
enough to remember fora lifetime and
to feel that in the earth beneath as in
CULIST
the sky above the works of the Almighty

cart'!

snow

LUMBERMAN'S RUBBERS WITH

way

moth Cave.
Here we spent the time till 3

for

ready

are

we

stock of rubbers. We carry a full line of GOLD
Also Wooneocket Boots.
SEAL and BOSTON.
Our prices are the same as last year. We make a
specialty of

or

the states of New York and Ohio.
lesire to buy real e&tate it will pay
We expected a stop in Cincinnati for
some
and
J ou to see me. I have
sight seeing, but the train was late
we merely crossed the city and started \ •argains in
village and a
south at 10:30 p. m. At 6:30 next morns mall farm only 3 miles from Noring we found ourselves at Glasgow
Mam·
,
for
car
a
took
we
and South Paris to be sold at a I
where
Junction,
across

prize

ΗβψβΓί

last week.
Guy Russell has bought an auto of
Harold Shaw of Buckfleld.
W. E. Bowker sold a yoke of oxen to
Moses Young and a cow to H. W.
Poland last week.
Mrs. Hattie Reardon and daughter of
Lawrence, Mass., visited at M. M. Var-

this week.
E. F. Atwood of Portland was in town

Kng-1

Dixie Land. The New
land delegates left Boston on Nov. 5tb.
There were representatives from Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont and Manna
>D<* a pleasant party it was.

Penley & Plummer,

\°ά'Λ r»·» ί
Κcontributed and flowers.
i,

Rev. A. W. Pottle has been superintending repairs on the Methodist church

A threatened strike of paper makers
of the Northern Paper Co. at Millinocket
and Madison has been averted by referring the matter to the American
Federation of Labor, whose decision
The cause of the trouble
shall be final.
seems to have been a disagreement between two labor unions, as far as can be
Mr. an 1 Mre. Eben K. Tlxm!
of their
the marriage
(laughter judged from the reports.

Brewster was a resident of this
for many years, and her many
friends wish her happiness in her wedded
life.
Mrs. Herbert Crooker presénted her
husband with a seven pound boy Thursday morning, November 14.
Mrs. Ella Pearson visited at C. E.
Stowell'sand Geo Woodsum's last week.
Mr S. H. Foster is spending a few
days at Bethel.
Mrs.

place

Mr.
'ir2%b™nit
■ii!d
Wyman0?M«j"»r«
Wnodstock,
Mrs

iay evening.

Ποη.
farm to
Mills.
Fred Hazelton has sold his white
Eli C. Wadsworth attended the state horse to Walter Lord.
on
pomological convention at Gardiner
School closes Friday, Nov. 15th.
Wednesday, 13th, also visited friends in
There will be an entertainment, and
\ugusta.
apron and candy Rale Friday evening at
Ou Thursday evening the Univerealist I. 0. 0. F. Hall.
Circle held a very pleasant meeting at
Three gentleman are taking orders for
Κ of P. Hall, and had a clam supper in
pictures to be enlarged here and adjoinvarious form*; a very pleasant occasion.
ing towns, and board at Mrs. Parris
On the same evening the Knights of Page's.
Pythias had an oyster supper; their
Mrs. Annie Ilazelton has beeu to OxCastle Mall being over the general hall
ford on a visit.
their
have
It was very thoughtful to
West Buckfleld.
meetings separate from the Universalists
as we have one Knight whose loDg
Fred Bennett and wife are in Berlin
speeches are very suggestive of endless Falls, where their son Ralph is very sick.
punishment.
Fred Cooper and wife and Charles
Mr. Albert F. Howard has a job for
Cooper went to B'iston Tuesday. Mr.
the winter at Grafton.
and Mrs. Cooper will attend National
On the evening of the 13th we had a Grange at Hartford, Conn.
slight fall of snow. Last year the snow
Mrs. Chan. Keed is nursing at S. M.
came to stay on Nov. 11th.
Bonney's.
Leslie Cummings is at work for Harry
North Paris.
Buck.
to
hustle
a
has
been
There
get
great
Fred Cooper is going to put up a saw
the apples packed up and out of the mill and blacksmith shop.
sheds and barns before the freeze up,
R. C. Lowe has built a shed.
and some have had to move them into
Maine New· Note·.
the cellars.
The people in the village do not wish
to have the post office closed up, and
The centennial of Methodism in Auwill make an effort to have it retained.
in the church in
The saw mill is now ready to run and gusta was celebrated
that city last week with an interesting
plenty of water just now.
Frod Stevens, after a long sickness of programme.
more than a year passed away last week.
Two Italians have been arrested chargΑ. B. Abbott has been making some ed with the recent murder of a fellowhis
on
house.
repairs
countryman and the shooting of another
There will be an all day meeting of at a camp near Millinocket.
West Paris Grange Saturday, Nov. 23d.
Randolph is to have a basket factory,
Come all, as there is business of imemploying about fifteen bauds, in a
portance.
building formerly used as a shoe factory,
but for some time unoccupied.
Denmark.

wjl\

.J
lLSès
?.!.««

There has been an unusually large
lumber of claims made to the selectmen
>f the town for sheep killed by dogs
;hi« fall.
Miss Iva Gardner entertained friends
it her home on Water Street Wednes-

Augustus Manning went to the spool
Charles Rankin has sold hie mill to work Monday, atter being sick
Alonzo Martin of Cumberland for a number of days.

:!rohâuTrr/b;^;Sc"b/w»:
'^TiMrSi.

And speakiug of modern transporta
tion methods, it is cau·»·» for rejoicing
and big head lines that Professor Alex
ander Bell has successfully launched hi:
airship. Now don't be in too much of a
hurry with your congratulations. Tlx
It ha* 1
machine hasn't made a tiight.
just been carried out of doors, when 1
there is an opportunity for the first tesi
of it, and whether it will live beyond thai
first test only the future can tell.

But if you are a delinqueni
payer, and have been committed tc
the treasurer or collector for collection,
it would be well to watch out if jot
don't want to gat published.

niram.

•ÏTÏd MÏÏ H«Srt
4* "iVr'S RSSSSSS

rather foolish to the Maine motorist*
who put their automobiles in co|<]
storage the first time the ground freeze*
in the fall.

might puzzle anybody except perbapi
the author of that law to tell juat whai

heen here visiting relatives.
Mrs. David Gorham will spend the
winter with relatives away.
Stanley and son have been repairing their buildings.
Frank Abbott has purchased the old
home of his childhood, recently owned
hy Mrs. Coolidge and sister.
John Kimball of Dover, Ν. H., has
been here among relatives.
Carey Stevens has been working on
tue Maple and Pine Farm.
C. N. Kimball has been visiting relatives in Dover, Ν. H.
II. M. Osgood is working for Ossian
Stanley Λ Son.
Harold Osgood has been buying poultry of Mrs. Gorham and others.
A friendly fox has been in many poultry yards here.

^SrSSSS
SX rn.tadn.pbta,

cars over

?rice.

Thieves of thé meanest kind entered the
ttable of I)r. J. C. Caldwell Wednesday
night through a window in the office and
proceeded to empty some bags of saw
lust and refill them with the doctor's
?rain, also taking a carriage robe. No
slue has yet been found.
There was a social daoce at Nezinscot
and Mrs. Stephen Abbott of Denver,
Friday evening with a good attendCol., upon the birth of a daughter. Mr. Hall
Music was furnished
by the
Abbott was a Bethel boy and went to ee.
Denver twenty years ago and has be- tlolmea family.
An auction sale of household effects
Mrs.
come a prominent lawyer there.
of the late C. B.
Abbott was Miss Kate Locke, one of was held at the home
A. D. Park of
Bethel's popular young ladies, and was Atwood, Saturday.
married and weut to Denver sixteen South Paris, auctioneer.
Mine Clara Wiihington is visiting ber
years ago.
t
sister, Mrs. Luther Irish at West Paris.
MIDDLK INTERVALS.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Shaw bave returned
Peddler Llttlefield of Stonebam was to their home in Fort Myers, Florida.
H. A. Irish made a business trip to
here recently.
Walter Balentine of West Bethel has Portland Thursday.

v,«,tl,ihr;
,a"tWeeuk· Ώΐ

traveling
so rough that it can't be covered by any
other means of transportation, soumit

it means.

good attendance at the
regular meeting of Granite Chapter,
0. E. S., last Thursday evening, and
There was a

eorfs'
■'°irTTnftr""'«"r"u'ru.ll
hrJÎf' vïïit

pôle

motor

have recently been elected on the board
of trustees of Gould Academy.
Mrs. J. G. Gehring was called to Bangor Tuesday by the serious illness of her
mother, Mrs. Susanna True.
Mr. Elmer Young has completed a
first class building having enlarged and
repaired his property on Main Street.
Another story has been added, making It
more commodious and the addition of
windows gives a first class place for his
business as harness maker and dealer in
whips, blankets, bells, Ac. The other
half of the building is still occupied by
Mr. Ε. E. Randall, who is now able with
more room and light to increase his
stock of boots, shoes, rubbers and supplies for men, also to continue his business as repairer of boots and shoes.
Bethel friends are congratulating Mr.

«"Λ*

con-

3uckfield Grange.

fathering

Rubbers of All Kinds.

Real Estate

National W. C. T. U. Convention. !
wee !
ennaa·

j invited to

J

Gould Academy,

ness.

SaMhe preaSherUï>ad

Buckficld.
Mrs. Bert Allen of Anburn spent Sun·
< lay with ber parents, Mr. and Mrs. Asa
λ. t wood.
I
I Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Irish of Kumford
of
falls, and Mr. and Mrs. Lather Irish
Vest Paris spent Sunday with H. A.
1 rish.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Harlow are visltI ng in Newry this week.
Mr. Meoander Dennett will give an enertalnment at Nezinscot Hall, Tuesday
|
ivening, Nov. 19, under the auspices of

Alfred Cole has had city Grater put
Rev. C. N. Gleason went to Henniker I
and Is makFriday, returning the first of the week. I nto the post office inbuilding
the office.
Mr. Fred Chandler and family stopped I ng some changes
The No Name Whist Club was enterone day in Bethel on their way home to
and Mrs. C.
South Paris, having spent nearly six I al η ed at the home of Mr.
a. Tuttle, Wednesday evening.' A good
weeks in Denver, Col.
;ime was reported.
The town schools will close Friday.
The Buckfield Literary Club met with
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
afternoon
church will hold a sale and chicken pie tfrs. G. W. Tilton Tuesday
tnd the Nezinscot History Club with
supper, Thursday, Nov. 21.
od the same day.
Hon. L. £. Holden of Cleveland, 0., tfiss A. B. Prince
Apple shipments have fallen off the
who has so generously remembered
and Mr. E. C. Bowler jast week owing to a sharp drop in the

Î.SlS'ct "u

A
dispatch announces that Capt,
Roa'd Amundsen, the Norwegian, will
by-and-by attempt to reach the nortti
from Bering Straits
by Moating
it means
"on the ice." I'ndoubtedly
in the ice or with it, as Nansen attempt
ed it. But that isn't a circumstance tu
the plan of the other expedition to th*
south pole, which is to transport supplies in motor carriages. —What's that";
Don't laugh, please, it's a fact. To bi

running

day.

JKrt

pectively,

sure,

later.
Bert Harlow of Xewry shot a fine bear
and shipped it from Bethel station Fri-

i0Eta«V°o" -""«d

or
provisionally, or prosbut actually. The president
signed the proclamation which did the
business at 10:lt) Saturday morning, ap
propriately using a quill from an Ameri
can eagle from Oklahoma.
Well, Okla
homa has worked hard and long to accomplish this consummation and become
It detracts nothone of the sisterhood.
ing from the warmth of our greeting
that she has the bad taste to be Democratic. She is entitled to statehood, and
ought to be universally congratulated
on achieving it.

structively,

ship

10]?«ηϊ1 Kennedy

It is a little dull time for new* now,
while we are waiting for the Thaw trial
to begin, and the woman who ha* passed
as a man for sixty years is playing a stop
newspapers.
gap engagement in th·»
This rime she is dead in Colon, indicatthat
ing
Poultney Bigelow, with bis
wonderful power of insight, may have
visited the isthmus again.
At last Oklahoma is

Mr. Albert Copeland
potatoes to partie* in Portsmouth, Ν. H.,
and shipped them this week.
The light sDow of Thursday sent many
sportsmen into the woods for deer.
Mr. Herbert Hutchinson shot a fine
buck deer during the past week.
Mr. Eli Stearns bas shipped two car
loads of apples and has three more to

Save your pennies for the Unlversalist
Remember
sale and supper this week.
the date, Wednesday, Nov. 20.
The Free Baptist sale Wednesday of
last week was a success. The hall and
the tables were prettily decorated with
bunting and paper in red, white and
blue. The tables had many pretty and
useful articles for sale, and the tempting
array of candies and home-cooked food
found ready customers. The net proceeds were about 935.
A traveling company presented "The
Moonshiners" at Dunham's Ball last
Friday evening to a good house.
Be sure and remember that the meeting for fire protection for our village is
appointed for Thursday evening of this
week at Dunham's flail.
Mrs. Koscoe Tuell has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. I. L. Bowker, at Portland.
Mrs. Ε. E. Tuell came home last Friday, after visiting about a week with
relatives at West Sumner.
Mr. C. E. Chase has four high grade
Jersey cows and will supply milk to
customers who may desire.
Lurvey
Brothers have gone out of the milk busi-

freshn^ents

Rubber* of All Kind·.
Free to Rheumatism Sufferer».
Beat Estate In Norwav and Parle.
Wearing the Wrone GUîs.
Eastern Steamship Company.
Valuable Information.
Horses for Sale.
Special Cash Sale.
Pullets for Sale.
Bankruptcy Notice.
Notice of Appointment.

GOVERNOR COBB'S

sold a car load of

several visitors from other lodges were
present. Associate Grand Matron, Mrs.
Crawshaw, of Pine Cone Chapter, Auburn, was present, and inspected the degree work. Delicious refreshments were
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martin, who had
guests at a very interesting party given
S pound son, born the 7th, have
were an
last
Pierce
Mrs.
John
Tuesday
by
named him Henry Albert.
able to relate experiences that occurred
Fourteen were present at a donkey
back in the administrations of John
party last Friday evening, given by Miss
Quincy Adams and Andrew Jackson. Ruth A. Tucker at her home. A pleasThe guests of the'occasion were Mrs.
ant social evening was enjoyed and re
Virgil D. Parris, Mrs. JarvisC. Marble,
were served.
CumMrs. TJios. H. Brown, Mrs. Horace
Pond.
mings aud Mrs. Eunice Barton. The
Bryant's
ages of the guests ranged from seveutyJohn Gammon of Pownaîis working
above
to
seven
something considerably
for George Coffin.
ninetv. The total age of the five presPhebe J. Crooker 'eft for Conway this
ent was 4Λ) years, and the average age
week and will pass the winter there with
was
eighty-four. This average w..uld her brother, Horace Lang.
have been raised somewhat had Mrs.
J. E. Hathaway is makiug some imJohn Garland, who was invited, been
on his buildings.
provements
er
recolot>
able to be present. Among
The Blake Bros, of Bethel are threshlectious, one member of the party rein
this section.
grain
called a visit to Lewiston and Auburn ing
The building purchased by the V. I. S.
when the former city contained only
now makes a good appearance, and is
three houses and the latter but one. We
an ornament to the village.
think we have some smart old ladies at quite
Roily Felt has purchased the stand
Paris Hill and are prepared to prove it.
owned by Charles Jacobs, and will make
Loren B. Merrill opened a good pocket
some repairs.
of tourmalines at Mt. Mica last week.
Mr. Geo. L. Stephens has received a
On Tuesday afternoou, Nov. 19, at
from New York for the new hotel.
2:30 o'clock, the Ladies' Baptist Circle plan
The building will be 135 χ 00 feet and
with Mrs. James
are invited to meet
It
three stories high with basement.
(iibbs, to sew on aprons. Please all will contain 47
sleeping rooms. The esAt 6:30 a supper will be
come early.
timated cost is $1),000.
The comserved in Cumiuings Hall.
Several apple buyers have been in
mittee in charge wish to give a general
town this week. One party is loading a
the
to
invitation to all to come
supper
car loose paying $1.75 per barrel.
»nd also to help furnish something for
Mr. Adams, the barber, has moved to
will
there
the
the tables. After
supper
New Hampshire.
be an entertainment consisting of music,
The winter terra of the Gore School
a short play and a pantomime, to be folwill begin Nov. 18, taught by Miss Abby
lowed by a social. Admission 10 cents.
Farnum.
All come.
The village primary school closed
Mrs. George M. Atwood, Mrs. C. P.
Sov. 15. The high school will continue
Harlow and Master Raymond L. Atwood
several weeks more.
attended the Bowdoin-Maine football
George Steveas expects a crew this
at
Brunswick
Saturday.
game
week to begin on the carpenter work of
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer have
bis new store. The lumber will come
closed their house for the winter and
from Milton Plantation. It was bought
are living with Mr. Thayer's mother and
of Asa Sessions.
sister at Elmburst.
The V. I. S. dramatic club will give an
Rev. E. O. Taylor has accepted a call
entertainment here early the coming
to Haverhill, Mass., and removed with
winter. Thoy have a drama under conhis family to that city last week.
sideration.
After a long and very successful sea
son. The Beeches closed last week and
West Sumner.
Dr. Hammond goes to Boston fora time.
S. F. Mareton of Brunswick was in
Charles L. Case, Esq., had a large
furnace installed last week in the house
of Auburn, is spendpurchased from Mr. Forbes. The contractor was Eldreth Arnold of Auburn
and the work was done bv Mr. Young of
that city, son of Cbas. A. Young of South
Γ,««I. ..." No,
Paris. Mr. Young is an expert at this
tο Auburn Saturday, r..urc
class of work and on this job he conquered a difficult heating problem in a
most successful manner.
Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dixfield was
ta .bin pU« W«tathe guest of relatives here over Sunday.
At the W. D Gates farm, about two
prnanbed bi. (are
miles north of this village, on Thursday
well sermon iu the Baptoa'
of this week, A M. Daniels will sell at
last Sunday. One Candida
auction a quantity of stock and farming
^ ^
tools, including a horse, six cows, sleds,
to be
implements, creamery aud cans, aud
Auction begins
numerous other things.
at lu a si., aud Mr. Park is auctioneer.
visit hie former pastorate.
\fr« lliiain Dunham visited her
VliCCIIWUUU.
C. L and C. P. l>»nbnm, Monda,
Did any one think Wednesday mornmad. a
ing of what i" coining in ttie uenr future?
tu relatives and friends here
Temperature duwn to 14 and the coldest brief
ou their wedding
morning up to date.
who in well known
Dannie Bryant and wife visited Ms
In the
relatives in Kreeport last week
meantime he w»»nf to Portland to visit
whose
hue
Albion
bis sister, Mrs.
Swas,
band is in California with a view of
P.nn·,
locating there providing he likes that
b
than
noa
as
and
be'ter
clitntte
this,
gave a
country
lie probably will. His wife's cousin,
Orin<>n Bryant, lives in Los Angeles
and quire likely he will like the place so
well as to pitch his tent there.
B >th big and small game are said to
he -ca.'ee this fall, only three deer having been taken in so far as known, ami
tor B.mlord
but few partridges. Siillinan Colo was
iu luck and secured the first deer on the Fall. Tuesdav. Mrs. Bunk
there
very day that the law gives permission.
Our young craft started on a visit
Monday, and sine.· be took bis rifie with
him it might be inferred that be intended to follow iu the ways of Nimrod a
little, should the weather and other
conditions permit. The said visit was
intended to extend through the west
«count n(.he.lnmp »
part of the town, a part of Albauy and
We»t Bethel.
Yesterday while at work in the dooryard the smoke from the chimney, instead of going up as usual, descended
and floated along the ground. Was the
air more dense or raretied that caused it
to do so? That question has been asked
before to-day and answered both ways.
That was a good and truthful obituary
of Herbert C. Bacon, but the writer
omitted a few points which might be
supplied as a sort of appendix in brief ^
even now.
In the first place it is doubtTh» dtaneMn
stry *o«.n np by
ful that as a penman Mr. Bacon bad a
of the W. H- Corp« wa. H
Hocially and financially. The
compeer in the county. While most
men who do a large amount of writing,
occMion called out about a bun««noie
Home-made candy was in
adopt what is called a running hand,
demand and a much
making simply a crooked mark for some
of the words, his writing was always i.tv might have been sold and the sup
nearly as plain as printed script, as auy ,,ly of aprons fell short. After dinner a
of his composition will show.
brief entertainment wae given
In the next place Mr. Bacon was a following order of e*ercl»es:
good singer and musician, was at the lnstrumeotal inuilc, organ.-- r.
^au«JTueH.
head of Bacon's Orchestra, so called,
U. RycrriO»·
Vj£
which was well known far beyond the Hearting,
""rtn
.KlinerTuell
Instrumental mu*lc, orga
limits of the town.
Alblon Abbott,
bar^cter eketcn
Last, but uot least to bo mentioned
Farce, The Country Aunt, with the
here, he was a verse writer of consider- following cask.
is
as
well
known
to
ab
readers
able
lity,
^ Lettle Font.
Kleanor,....
of poetry. Sot long ago the writer men- Harriet Ann
.".".Mre. Cor* Tlbbette.
Mrg ||attle Curtlx.
tioned the idea of geiting up a little Miriam.
Sire. Helen Roberleon.
book to be called Poets of Oxford Counon
delighted her hear
tv, aud Mr. Bacon seemed pleased with
The
the idea and said there was ample ma- era and responded to an encore.
terial in the county for such a book, and farce was considered very laughable and
it ought to be compiled; but who will some have expressed the, desire to he»
undertake the work?

Coming Events.
Nov. li. 13.—Oxford Association of
sallsts Turner Center.
Nov. JS.—Thanksgiving.
Dec. 3.—Annual meeting Oxford
Grange, South Paris.

Royal

of the Whlttemore
neighborhood suffered a paralytic shock
He is able to get
a few days since.
about the house a little with assistance,
but is nearly helpless.
Orlando A. Thayer started last week
for Florida, where he will spend the
winter. Mrs. Thayer accompanied him
as far as Boston, and will return some
time this week.
John Pierce and Miss Mary A. Pierce
are in Boston for a few days on business.
It has been decided to suspend the
sessions of the Universalist Sunday
Those having
School until spring.
books belonging to the library are reat
the post office,
them
leave
quested to
and Mrs. Harlow will see that they are
returned.
Carl E. Farrar has gone with a party
of Paris men who left last week to go to
Florida, where he has spent several win
Others
ters fur the benefit of his health.
who went at the same time were Ο. Λ.
Thayer of this place and Charles H.
Bates of West Paris.
The air and water at Paris Hill are so
pure and invigorating that even Father
Time has difficulty in making progress
against them; hence it happens that the
Austin W.

Bethel.

West Parle.

larger

and

prices

full

as

low

ns

they

will be later.

)
the valley,
BLAKK,
[ ln Bankruptcy. 72 INCH TABLE DAMASK, snowdrop, fern, bow knot, pansy, lily of
Bankrupt. )
Napkin* t<>
and mauy others equally an pretty, $1.00, 11.25 and $150.
To the Hon. Clarenck Half:, Judge ofthe Dismatch, 20 and 24 inches, $2 50, $2.87, #2.98,13.50, #3 OS, $4.75 per dozen.
trict Court of the United States for the District
In the matter of
JOHN M.

of Maine :
M BLAKE, of Rumforil. In the County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represents that on the loth
ilay of November, 1906, he was duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property,ami has fully
Acts
compiled with all the requirements of said
nnd of the order* of Court touching his bank-

05 INCH TABLE IMMASK ill all the latest patterns, including the llur-de-lis,
which is unusually pretty, 87 1 2c.
Napkins to match, #2 s7 per d<»zen.

JOHN

Other patterns same width, 50c., 09c., 75c.

HALF BLEACHED DAMASK, pretty patterns, 50c. and 75c.

NAPKINS, pretty patterns, large assortment, #1.00, #1.25, #1 50, $2.00, ?TRAY CLOTHS, 27x18, button-hole stitched edge, with drawn work, 50c.

'.'s·

ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all TRAY CLOTHS, 30x21, double hemstitched, assorted patterns, 50c.
ilebts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex- TRAY CLOTHS, 24x10, fancy linen, 25c.
septed by law from such discharge.
Dated this -'ml dav of Nov., A. D. 1907.
STAMPED TRAY CLOTHS, to work, 12 l-2c., 25c.
JOHN M. BLAKK, Bankrupt.
barTEA CLOTHS, 29x29, double hemstitched edge, with Mexican work, a great
Order of Ifotlce Thereon.
98c.
ask
to
see
them,
gain,
ok Maine, as.

District
A. D. 1907, on reading
On this 9th «lay of
the foregoing petition, It is
that a hearing be had
the
Court,
Ordered by
of Nov., A. D.
upon the same on the 29th day
In said Disat
said
Court
Portland,
before
1907,
trict, at 10 o'clock ln the forenoon: and that notice thereof be published ln the Oxford Demo•rat, a newspaper printed ln said District, and
:hat all known creditors, and other persons ln
nterest, may appear at the said time and place,
ind show cause, If any tliev have, why the
should not l>c granted.
[inner of said petitioner
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred·
tors copies of said petition and this order, adIresscd to them at their places of residence as
ta ted.
Witness, the Hon. Clabknck Halk, Judge
>f tbe said Court, ami the seal thereof, at I'ortand, ln said District, on the 9th day of Nov.,
\. D. 1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. §.]
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
Attest: J AMES E. IIEWEY, Clerk

Nov.,

NOTICE.
the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
'■RANCOlS X.
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Francois X. Langlols, In the
bounty of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the Uth day of
<ov., A. D. 1907, the said Francois X. Langlols
ras duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
Irst meeting of bis creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
'arts, on the 27th day of Nov., A. D. 1907, at
0 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
aid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ppolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt, anil
ransact such other business as may properly
cme before said meeting.
South Parla, Nov. 11, 1907.
WALTKB L. θ BAY,
η
η

LANGLOI8,}

Bate*· la Bankruptcy.

TEA

CLOTHS, 31

inches square,

hemstitching

toward centre, 75c.

TEA CLOTHS, fine linen, pretty patterns, hemstitched, #1 98.

Other sizes, 51

$1.98, #2.25, #2.50, #3.00.
DAMASK TOWELS, used for tray clothe a great deal, 15c. and 25c. Other
damask towels, 37 l-2c., 50c., #1.00, #1.50.
to
TOWELS in linen and cotton, fringe and plain, with hemstitched edge, 10c.

THOMAS SMILEY,
Norway, Maine

I1

YOU WILL ALL AGREE
THAT IT PAYS TO BLANKET YOUR
I

would like

to

horse blanket of

prove

me.

I

to you

buy

that it pays to

my blanket·

the low
my customers the benefit of

cheap

prices.

HORSE.

buy

your

and

give

Call and

see.

JAMES N. FAVOR, Λ^Βί10""
OX ΜΓϋΙτι flit.» Norway, Maine.

Xbe ΦχίαχΛ

democrat

at

SOCTH_PABIS.

SOUTH PARIS

POST

URA3D TRUNK RAILWAY.

Commencing Sept. 2», 1Λ7,
TRAINS LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
(iolu «lowd east;—Λ 3K A. ■·, daily ; 9.50 a. M.,
«tally.
Jeliv except Sundav; 4 33 p.
«iolng up (west)—# 30 A. *., dallv; 3.-J8 P. ¥.,
ally except Sunday; 8 47 P. M., ilaliy.

OHURCHXe.
First Congregational Church. Key. A. K. BaldI*reaching service. 10:45 a. M.;
win. Pastor.
«...lav School 12 M.; Vespers 4 30 p. H.; T. P.
Κ. β-Ό0 ρ M.; Church prayer meeting Weil·
s,
All, not otheri., ~lav evening at 7 :J0 o'clock.
A'-e connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church. Be*. T. S. Kewley, Pastor.
10:00 a. m.:
..n Sunday, morning prayer meeting
■,reaching service 10:45 Â. M.; Sabbath School
6
00 p. μ
Meeting
Κ
worth
League
.· i4..
ρ
•raver meeting Wednesday evening 7:30; class
7:30.
venlng
Krldav
meeting
Itaptl»t Church, Bev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Ci-;,.r on sundav. preaching service 10:45 a.
alh School 12 *.; Y- P. S. C. K.6:15 P.
'Si
m
evenν
ρ raver meeting 7:»»> p. J*.; Wednesday
All are
Seat» free.
1
rayer service 7 JO.
we ievtiwf.
I t,lver*altat Church, Bev. J. H. Little. Pastor,
t'n aching service every Sunday at lu 45 a. m
lav School at 12 M. Junior Colon at 3:30
Y. P. C. I*, at 7 P. M.
*
STATED RKKTINUS.
Be*ular
Κ A A M.—Paris Lodge, So. H.
c:!ng Tuesday evening on or before fullinoon.
I. (>. <». P.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet
1 a»-. Thursdav evening of each week.—Aurora
iipment,"Or»t and third Monday evening*
of each month.
K.—Mount Pieisan· Kebekah Lodge,No.
[>
meets second and fourth Fridays ox each
•nt: tn Old Fellows' Hall.
\ κ.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S. meets
of each
an ! thirl Saturday evenings
r
γε 1th. In G. A. B. Hall.
G. A.
the
Ladles
of
VV -i, K. Kimball Circle.
■r.eeu tlrst snd third Saturday evenings of
Hall.
Arm!
«nm'.i month. In Grand
i·
f H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
Saturday; during the
ets llrst and third
i!i 1er of the year, meets every Saturlay.ln
Hall.
G-inge
('.ο G.C— Second and fourth Mondays of
c.i h month.
\
g. ». p.—stony Brook Lo<lge, No. 181,
t- -econd an t fourth Wednesday evenings
of ach month.
of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
1 r ay evening at Pythias Hall.

Wright

Miss lva McArdle spent a few
with relatives in Canton last week.

The Κ. Ο. K. A. will meet
at 7 o'clock.

Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. Heidner returned
from their trip to Boston.

Offlce Hour·: 7 :» A. H. to 7 2» Γ. ■.

Hon. and Mrs. James S.
a week m Boston.

Wednesday

evening

OKHd.

spending

The Good Cbe«r will meet
2 p. m.

Fan-Tan Club had a pleasant
meeting at its club room last Tuesday

evening.

Mrs. 1*. E. Hathaway has been visited
f.tr α few days by her mother. Mrs. Wing
of Waterville.

Friday

South Parie was practically destroyed by
lire Saturday morning, the family getting out of the house without having
Church."
time to dress fully, and only some half
Mrs. Dr. Stewart entertains the Seneca ! dozen
pieces of furniture being saved.
Club this Monday evening for their Albert P. Abbott's house was scorched
regular meeting.
Out not extensively damaged.
The Stiles and Abbott houses are the
Mrs. Alice P. Thayer has returned
from a visit of several weeks to relatives only two on what has been termed Stiles
Street, which is a short epur running off
in Massachusetts.
I 1 me Street at
right angles. The houses
Mrs. Julia Hammond and Mrs. Eme- are
about twenty feet apart.
only
tine Cumraings were the Sunday guests
lu the Stiles house lived Mr. and Mrs.
at Wirt Stanley's.
Stiles, and their daughter aud her husMvron W. and Sanger S. Maxim are band, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel P. Hill, who
building a bank wall in front of their have a young child. Mr. Hill drives a
has
Walker ASo°.
garage on Pine Street.
to feed his horses early in the morning.
Mrs. Ε. N. Anderson starts Monday
Karly Saturday morning he got up and
afternoon for Providence, R. I., to visit built a fire in the kitchen stove, and
her son and his family.
then left for Walker'* to take care of hi*
Miss Marguerite Clifford was here horses. Fie fixes the time at which he
from Bate* College over the week end, left at ten minutes of five.
Very shortly after five o'clock the
the guest of Miss Sara Swett.
occupants of the house were awakened
The club of young women now known to find the house full of smoke
Mrs
as the Newly weds met with Mrs. How- Hill and her child
got out in their night
ard Shaw at Hotel Andrews Wednesday clothes, and in live minutes more would
afternoon.
have been unable to get out of the door
The water in the millpond was drawn of the room, as the flames would have
off Sunday to make repairs on the dam cut them off. Mi. and Mrs. Stiles wore
and bulkhead, which were damaged by in the front part of the bouse, and farther from the region where the tire was
the recent high water.
worst, but they were able to get onl»
out
were
A number of automobiles
partly dressed before they had to 6get
last
the
to
be
It's
Sunday.
pretty likely
out.
Sunday this season that automobiling
It was evident that the tire started
will be really pleasurable.
near the ch.mney in the ell, and it was
There will be a business meeting of ill through the ell and rapidly spreading
the Ladies' Aid at the close of the in the rest of the house when discoverMr. Abbott was aroused, and
sd.
prayer meeting at the Baptist vestryA large at- ■teeing that the people were safe, ran
next Wednesday evening.
icross the gardens to the Congregational
tendance is desired.
hurch and rang the bell. It was
in
A private skating rink was held
minute* past five when the alarm struck
under
the
New Hall Friday evening,
ind at that time the fire had gained
management of a number of the young inch headway that those roused by the
The attendance was klarm, m any part of the village, had
men of the town.
Another will be held >nly to look in the right direction to see
rather small.
**
next Friday evening.
he bright light of it.
as
be
exAs prompt a response
could
The roof is going on to Colby's cement
'ected at that early hour was made bv
block house on Pine Street. Work on
he firemen and others, and a line of
the building is watched with considerthe hydrant in Marable interest, as this form of construc- lose was laid from
I
It is going to ket Square across the fields to the Stiles
tion is new in the place.
louse.
It produced a stream which
be a nood looking house.
rom the edge of the street, would just
Fred P. Chandler, station agent at 'bout reach the ridgepole of the one-1
South Paris, and family, arrived home 'tory house, but, although the front of
Friday from a trip of nearly six weeks, he house had not vet got very hot. it
visiting relatives in Denver, Col. Dur- *as necessary to shield the nozzle
ing Mr. Chandler's absence, his place in •rs from the heat with doors and blinds
the station here has been supplied by to tbey could get near enough to throw I
John Reeves of Island Pond.
vater on the house at all.
Soon another hose was laid from
A box supper will be given by the
iydrant on Main Street, and two
Epworth League on Tuesday, N'ov. 11*, vere
siamesed on to this. The pressure
Each lady is requested to
it 7 o'clock.
m proved
somewhat, and the three
bring a box of supper for two. These
Hot .treams could be used at good advantage
are to be auctioned off to the men.
A short en- >n the low buildings, so that the fire
t'ocoa will be served free.
soon under control.
tertainment will follow. All are invited. vas
A small hen house and wood shed
A special feature of the sale t<> be
vhich formed the rear portion of the
ifiven Tue.sdav by the Ladies' Aid So- >tiles buildiugs are standing, and some I
ciety of the Baptist church will be an jortions of the walls are left, but in such
>range tree prepared by the Junior ihape that the building is practically a
Society of Christian Eudeavor. Some ota! loos. The windows in the side of I
very large and juicy oranges may be ilr. Abbott's house toward the Stiles I
secured for the small sum of tlve ceuts.
louse were all broken by the heat, and
he wall was scorched, one corner of the
Pupils in the tifth grade not abseut
on tire atone time. I
jm-half day during the term just closed: Hiildings being
hough the blaze was quickly subdued.
I eon A!len.
HaroM Abbott.
A bed and four or five other articles
Mton Bona··}·.
Albert.Bonuey.
•f furniture were all that was saved
Josephine l>ean.
Myrtle Bcitue.
Seal
Marshall.
.lonee.
1'htilp
The family also
rom Mr. Stiles' house.
Nettle Xewe 1
I.lzzie Mii«y.
A quantity
ost most of their clotbing.
Beatrice Swett.
\||c« Pier··»·.
>f furnishings belonging to Mrs. Han- I
Kuth Stuart.
PhylUe Taylor.
Robert Whittle.
in
the house, were
lah Holt, stored
The annual Thanksgiving concert will ost. Mr. Abbotts furniture was
[>e given in the Congregational church >f it carried out, but was soon after re-1
urned, when the fire was seen to be
next Sunday evening, and a collection
will be taken according to the custom, to mder control.
Mr. Stiles' buildings were insured in
l>e used to bring Thanksgiving cheer to
he agency of W. J. Wheeler & Co. for
rhose who are unable to provide it for
themselves. A good programme for the 5S0U, which will fall considerably short I
>f the loss. There was no insurance on
concert is being prepared.
urniture or clothing.
The Shurtleff Primary School closed
Mr. Abbott's damage is
Friday, Nov. 15, with exercises consist- ike §00, which is covered by insurance. I
ing of recitations, songs and dialogues.
The names of those not absent one half
nfant s Body Found in Moody Brook.
day during the term:

Subject at the Universaliat church next
Sunday morning, "The Theatre and the

|

,eTl°l,\W

nozzles!
1

|

I >ts of work was done at the all day
meeting of the Good Cheer last Wednesday an i a good time mixed in with the
hard work.

|

Kev. I. Luce, one of the secretaries of
the Maine Christian Civic League, has
been iu town a few days in the interest
f the work of that organization.

J

I
I

All the schools closed Friday for a
tw weeks' vacation.
Except the high
term will begin Dec.
-« hool, the winter
.1
The high school opens Dec. y.

The next regular meeting of the Fan
Tans will not be until the second Tuesday in December, one meeting being
skipped on account of Thanksgiving.

|

also!

most]
J

The Vermont Journal has the followin:: An eujoyable dinner was given
the firs' of the week at "Sunuyside" in
honor of Mr Hiram Pulsifer of South
Paris, Me., who is visiting his daughter,
Mrs. A. I). Cotton, at Windsor, Vt.

I

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Frothingham
f Portland have been in town a few
davs. Mr. Frothingham has tiuished
vr rk
for the F. O. Bailey Co., with
whom he has been since going to Portlaud. and is going into another line of

|
something!
I

ousmess.

J

Annette Au-tln

Liu tave Porter
CI..

Arthur Wlth'ilil

V..l,l.i

Be»» le *4 tup lie I
tteorgte Haskell
Carl Kal-t»
Paul Fletcher
< trame. 1 I'rntt absent one-half ilay.
Gla.lys tlatcb λιι·Ι Marlon Clark absent

Uy.

j

>uvcu.tiv

UOLSTKIt

•lerone Shaw
Daniel Ga lather.
Mjtr. Murrav Russel Co.
Mgr. Vale Co. (2.)

A car of the United States bureau of
litherie·· went through here on the fore-1
no,»n train Thursday, carrying quite a
quantity of young trout for distribution
in this vicinity. A number of cans were
left at this station for Marshall Pond in
Hebron, and were taken in charge by
Charles Κ Brett, and several other cans !
were unloaded at West Paris for various
Our
p ods in Sumner and Woodstock.
Uncle Samuel has a kindly feeliug for
his tishermeu nephews.

{

A tine supper was served by the ladies
of ihe Congregational church at the
vestry Thursday evening, and the entertaiument which followed it was tirstciaes. A particularly taking feature of
the program was the song, "Won't you
be my Teddy Bear?" by Miss Muriel
H turker. while Miss Maxine Bennett personated the Teddy Bear. There was a I
reading by Miss Josephine Stearns of

|

by eight

local per-

lipmnpo

it

wie

CTtrr.l

HOKN.—A PECULIAR AFFAIR.
one

There was an enthusiastic gathering of
together.
Sods of Veterans at G. A. K. Hall SaturThe following pupils have not been day night, when it was voted to organize
absent one half day from the sixth and a camp. Nearly thirty names were subseventh grades, during the term just scribed to the application for a charter.
closed:
This application blauk will be at W. L.
Ll*we!l\rn Rartlett
Belle Amfi
Gray's office during this week, and all
Crocker
Arllne
Victor Campbell
those who desire to add their names
Lena Everett
Arthur IK)W
Ha/el Lor<!
may do so. The organization will be
Marlon Gray
Vel.ua Lor I
Chester Kas«n
perfected, officers elected and installaMakuakkt Stkakss, Teacher
tion exercises held about Dec. 14th.
The display in one of the windows of Let every loyal son and grandson who is
the main store of K. A Shurtlefl 4 Co. eligible have a part in this organization.
for the past few days has been made up
Mrs. X. G. Elder received word Tuesof the ribbons won by 3. M King's
day morning last of the sudden death of
Kiogleside Karra Jerseys at the several her father. D. H. Young, of Lincoln,
fairs where they were exhibited this fall. N'eb. Mr Young was in his usual health
There are over eighty of them, with a the
preceding day. Mr. Young was forfair number of reds and some whites,
merly a resident of Norway, where for
and
but the blues largely predominate,
many years he was in the tailoring busithey make a pretty good-looking picture. ness. lie went west about thirty-five
Advertised letters in South I'aris poet years ago. Mr. Young was about 75
• thee Nov. IS:
years of age. He leaves four daughters:
Mrs. Ε. T. Garland of Portland; Mrs. N.
Mr*. A. F<lwar<ls.
G. Elder of this town; Mrs. Charles
Mr». II. J. KrtfrK·».
MIm I* UavU.
Cummin of Des Moiues, Iowa; and Miss
M lie Srllle Bridge*.
Sadie Young, with whom he lived at
Mr. L. H. Holme».
Lincoln.
Mr Henry Scbaffer.
Mr Jame'-t J. Steavtnson.

by

The house of William II. Stile· in

a|

k in next week's paper for ι he
unt of the Good Cheer supper and
a
cotertaiuuient given Dec. 3.

dumbbell drill

STILKS

hold-1

Mr. and Mrs. S. O. Dorr of Mexico
have been recent guests of their daughter, Mrs. W. L. Farrar.

a

II.

J

Mrs. J. (ί. LittlelieM went Monday
rning to Portland where she will
spend a few days.
m<

misses, and other numbers
formers.

WILLIAM

I
I

The

Norway,

OF

Ul'K.NKU SATUKUAY ilUK.NI.VU.

j

days

Munday

KKSIOKMK

M3TKICT.

Leon \oyes recently purchased a valuable cow of Mrs. Chas. Gowell.
Mr. S. W. Chapmau of Kenuebunkport is boarding at A. B. Talbot's.
A. B. Talbot is making changes inside
his house which will be great improve-

ments.

The

body

of

a

newly

born female

•bild, about seven pounds in weight, was
iiscovered in the brook at what is called
lie Moody bridge, about three miles
lorth of Paris Hill, last Tuesday.
A saw mill was built a few years siuce
)q the bank of the brook just above the
jridge, and the sawdust is piled on the

jther side of the brook. The mill is not
running, and there is no one staying
On Tuesday George
>n the property.
Lennard, sod of Joseph Leonard, who
ives near Steams Hill, was at the mill
ifter a load of sawdust. While there he
iveot down to the brook to drink, at a
ilace just below the bridge. There he
iiscovered the body of an infant lying in
little eddy at the edge of the brook.
Near the body was a water-soaked
pasteboard box iu which the body had
apparently been when placed
The place where it wa« found was just
jelow the bridge, and in full sight from
he road. Young Lennard had been at
he same place to driuk the day before,
The apind there was nothing there
pearance of the body also was that it had
ieen in the water only a few hours
Coroner William J. Wheeler of South
Paris was notified, and with Dr. I). M.
itewart went at once to the place, and
tir. Stewart performed an autopsy on tne
hhIv. He pronounced it a fully developed child, but was satisfied that it was
low

thore^

Λ

Coroner Wheeler decided that under
■he circumstances no inquest was necessary, and the body was removed from
Miss Thayer's undertaking rooms, where
t had been, to the receiving tomb at
Riverside Cemetery to await further de-

Lesson

of

Saturday's Fire.

NORWAY.

j

j

j

46-4S

46tf

I

*o*o*o+o+o+o*o+o+o+o+o+o+o+--.+>>+o*o+o*<-+c+'>+o+j?>*o+o+ai
CALL AND

All the

eveuts

cast their shadows
have already

pipes

'*AUboughthe

no

inquest

BLUE
No

Corduroy

*J»e

qSomS

j

a

loss on the next

clean,

fast game, his work being made even more noticeable because
of the dirty work of one or two of his

played

a

team mates.
Because of the good work of tho Paris
team, as a whole, it would be hard to
name any one player f<>r special praise,
but the work of several, especially in
running back kickoffs, was of a high
class.
The line-up :
SOUTH PARIS.
F. Record, I.e.
C. Becord, l.t

Hurileu, Maxim, l.g.

Lane, c.
Robinson, r.g.
Shaw, r.t.
ParIIη, r.e.
Clark, q b.

Brlggs, l.h.b.
Titcomb, r.h.b.
Penfold, f.b.

NOBWAT.
Blch
r e
rX, «ear»»·
Kelleher.
r.g.,
c··

£0,Jb·

1-g·· Fog*.
IX, Emery, LsFranœ.
l e., Perkins.

1-b
i
rb b., Smith.
l.h.b., Thompson.
f.b., Delaney.

Referee, Wllwn Linesmen, Clark ami Basson.
Soore,
Timer, Bolster.
Umpire. LaFrance.
Touchdowns, PenSouth Paris 48, Norway 0.
Goal» for
foil 4; Rrlgg* 3; Parlin, Titcomb.
touchdowns, F. Record S Time of halves, 20
minutes.

The Maine State Pomological Society
held its annual meeting at Gardiner last
week, with an interesting session covering three days. There was considerable
•tir over the election of officers, a new

An view eacli face 1 «tally meet,
One lovrtl of all I couM not greet.

You

kind anil loving «II might be
A mon* the thousands I might fee,
That one familiar amlLng face
Time fiom my mind can ne'er efface.

Thiugh

HjT

—

Then 1 mu t wait till God «ays come,
Λ nd greet her In a Heaven).' home.
There may we me t—soon meet again—
And Qnd no sorrow, death or pain.

Herman Gabel, aged 62, mill operative,
board being elected. The officers are ae
was found dead at Lewiston Tuesday,
follows:
banging to the bedpost in a room at a
President—William Craig. Auburn.
It is thought he
Vice-President·— E. L. White, Bowdoleham; local boarding house.
F. II. Horse, Waterford.
committed suicide due to despondency
ι Secretary—w. J. Bicker, Turner.
over being separated from hi· wife.
I Trrwinrrr—Eilla L. Lincoln, Wayne.

"Approved by

the Postmaster-General"
ARE THE

R. F. D. BOXES
WE SELL.

<

"HENRY" $i.oo.
{

(Delivered

"SIGNAL" $2.75.

at South

Paris.)

If you received notice to replace your old box, send us your
order NOW so as to meet requirements before the 60 days
have expired.
Samples of the boxee may be seen at the

Democrat office.

If you do not have

must

$40.

1

Canv

or

s

Kersey

cove

t

Canvas

or

$5.50, $9.

Heavy working trousers of Dutchess, Madrid
antl Sprague's make, $2 to $j.
Madrid heavy gray wool trousers, $3
Our
Kno-Wet Trousers. 2 patterns, $V35·
leading trousers 'or hard work and at the same time
they keep you dry.
^ sma" Saimcnt but very warm. Double-breasted, buttons h:gh up around neck an I interlined with
a fibre lining, $1 50, 2, 2.50, 2.75.

Russian
ests

Sweaters

Coat Sweat

the

;rs are

this year.

popular style

$2, 2.50, 3.
sensible,
Roll neck sweaters, $1 to 4.

Very

t >0,

F. H. NOYES CO.
F.

A.

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

Kni'KTLKFV

A

A.

F.

CO.

HBntTXF.FF A

CO.

FOR YOUR

THANKSGIVING
We have them all,
you will want spices of various kinds.
extra nice lot of
pure and of full strength. We have an

Cooking

grown this year and hand

S

picked

Cents

Ounce

an

AT TIIE PHARMACIES 07

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

Stores,!:™? [Maine.

3

WEST PARIS.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

F.

A.

F.

eHFUTLiEFl·'' A CO.

A.

MIU'RTI.EFF

<k

CO.

FUR COATS
This is

a

bad time

to

ride without

protection against

proper

the cold

winds and blizzards that blow

at this

time of year. It seems almost criminal to be without a Fur Coat when
you

can

we are

get them

at

such

offering.

prices

as

$50.
Coon
Black Martin $17 to 30.
Wombat
$20 to 24.
These coats

are

nicely

made and

trimmed and one of them would
you comfortable for years.
F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

keep

:urnlsher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,
Telephone 106-3.

of

South. Parle.

The loveil of earth will there be gathered,
Never more bv Death be severed,
Hut In bliss forever reign,
To be parted ne'er again
Bethel, Me., Oct. loth, 1U07.
Kllkn P. Kimball..

»

Kno-Wet
Trousers

PLUMPER'S,

good stock

to argue the matter.

$3 up t > $6.50.
Leather Rtversib e Coats,

J*LH»CU\ICI,

Frothingham, Ν.

W. O.

That gentle, loving, soothing voice,
That ever made my heart rejoice
Ah! Never more can welcome me,
Amid the throngs on earth I see.

HE FOUGHT AT GETTYSBURG.
David Parker of Fayette, Ν. Y., who
lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes: "Electric Bitters have done me more good
than any medicine I ever took. For
several years I had stomach trouble, and
paid out much money for medicine to
li tie purpose, until I began takiog Electric Bitters. I would not take $500 for
what they have done for me.1' Grand
tonic for the aged and for female weakGreat alterative and
body
nesses.
builder; best of all for lame back and
weak kidneys. Guaranteed by F. A.
Shurtlpff A Co., druggists. 50c.

a

use

outside,

j

Sale

Trunks, Bags and
Suit Cases at reasonable prices.

always find

|

STORES.

Coats for working purposes.
blanket lined, $1.50, $2, $3.
Lamb Lined with Corduroy,

and

Coats

Ladies Buy Revelation Shoes

be thrown for

I

POWERS,

Lined Coats, $50, $60.
Ladies' Coats, $22 to

Working

Canvas

Choice line of meats at low prices.

attempt. The work of Perkius deserves
special mention, and although light, he

|

have one. About 75 Coats for you to select from.
Dog, Calf, Arctic Buffalo, Coon, $17 to $65 Fur

Coats

Λ'!?

sure to

ï

one, or the old one is the worse for wear," you

Fur

THURSDAY, NOV. 21, AT

PENLEY &

i

NORWAY, MAINE.

NORWAY,

was

|

in

ideas

latest

MRS. R. L.

Optioian.

Special Cash

1

elties,'Ete.

HILLS,

got
players
grist
together a remarkably strong combina- Urunswick was entered Wednesday
tion of old-time high school stare, and night, the knob and hinges were broken
they ran their plays off with a snap and jff the safe, the office was ransacked,
[lash that would have been a credit to a ind half a dozen sticks of dynamite were
team with a season's training. Although
eft on the floor. In searching the otiico
they had only three nights' practice and the officers found two sticks of dynamite
bad possession of the ball throughout hidden in the ashes in the stove, in which
nearly the whole game they made only the wood (ire had gone out. It is a question whether the intention was simply to
one fumble.
Paris used a large variety of plays in rob the office, or a diabolical scheme to

|

OF

LINE

Trimmed, Untrimmed and
Ready-to-wear Hats, Nov-

I
V

OUR

SEE

MILLINERY.

were wreck the mill when a tire should be
which the tackles and ends
considered frequently used to advance the ball In- built in the stove.
authorities are endeavor- stead of the backs, and whoever took
frozea.
necessary,
Five men were drowned in eastern
The
IDg to ascertain the parentage of tho the ball usually made a good gain.
Maine in tfie course of three days. John
W. H. Swett is packing a carload of
which has been so
old
criss-cross
play
Crawford, aged 18, sank from an overapples, which he has sold to parties in
Opposite Depot.
anv case it is a peculiar affair. effective for the high school teams was
turned canoe in the St. John River at
( 'anada.
Naturally the first thought which oc- used several times for long gains. It Van Buren. Harry Robinson, aged 15,
tindthe
of
so
with
little
has
on
that
was not
purchas- jure to tho mind,
hearing
Will Twitchell of Oxford
All round Hour to he sold at $5.50. Cramberries 9 cents a quart.
expected
was drowned in the St. Croix River at
ed J. S. Brown's aud A. O. Wheeler's iog of such a body, is not only that it practice Paris would try any of the new Milltown
of
a
the
overturning
punt.
by
Onions 12 pounds for 25 cents.
may have died a violent death, but that style football, but they did, and sucapples and has them packed.
The worst accident was at Ashland,
Two stylée of
it may have been one of those unwelcome ceeded in every attempt.
men on their way to a lumfour
where
Resolutions.
arrivals whose existence it is desired to the forward pass were used, Briggs passber camp were capsized from a canoe on
Whereas. It has pleased the Supreme conceal. The physician's decision that ing the ball to Parlin in each play, and
Squa Pan Lake and three of them were
Kuler of the Universe to remove from the child was dead when born negatives a gain of from 15 to 30 yards was made ilrowned. The victims were Frank and
each time. On the last forward pass
the idea of a violent death.
our midst our late brother, Aaron O.
Paul Baker and Arthur Cyr. The fourth,
47
If concealment was desired, it was made I'arlin got a clear field and ran
ty Order your chickens of us for Thanksgiving.
Corbett, and whereas, it is but just that
a young man named Soucia, accomplishmanvirtues
a
in
a
touchdown.
about 40 yards for
peculiar
certainly attempted
tn
fitting recognition of his many
of
feat
remarkable
ad the
swimming
Paris punled several times without
From the place where the body
ner.
should be made; therefore be it
the shore although encumbered by heavyResolved, By Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, lav it was evident th»t it had not floated trying to rush the ball and on three oc- winter
from th«
and
suffering
clothing
K. of P., th«t while we bow with hum- i.fwn the brook, but had been placed In casions Titcomb got down the field so effects of ice cnld water. Paul Baker
was found
his
it
the
ball
for
Most
where
the
of
be
will
recovered
the
that
fast
to
water
the
submission
ble
practically
managed to cling to the canoe until it
High, we do not the less mourn for our ind this was near the road and in full team.
irifted to shore, but died in less than an
Norway held Paris for downs just hour from the effects of his experience.
brother who has been taken from us. Kight of It. Carrying it only a few rods
In Vici Kid and Gun Metal Calf at $3.00
That in the death of Aaron O. Corbett down the brook would greatly have less- once during tho game and were helpless The three victims all leave families.
this Lodge laments the loss of a brother ened the chances of discovery, as the when they had the ball in their posOTHER MAKES, ALL LEATHERS,
$3.00, 2.50, 2.00
Lines
who was ever ready to protler the band brook below that point crosses only one session. At one timo thef were thrown
the
into
line
a
touchthe
for
back from their 10-yard
of aid and the voice of sympathy to
public road before it empties
written on the death of my mother, Mrs. LADIES' BEAVER FOXED, BLUCHER CUT AND POLISH,
and much of back. The play, however, was not allowneedy and distressed of ι he fraternity; Little Androscoggin River,
f<ouisa B. Packard, who died in Bethol,
$1.50, 1.25
woods.
was
offside.
enthe
man
utmost
a
Paris
is
as
whose
ed
its course
active member
through
an
Oct. 5th, 1907, aged about 90 years.
Me.,
that
but
and
is
a
few
it
welfare
made
its
other
for
the
gains
suggested
good
On
haud,
Delaney
deavors were exerted
ALL
00,
roam from shore to shore,
LEATHER,.
...$2
If
I
should
1.35, 1.25
MISSES'
1.50,
1.75,
SHOES,
Ami search thW wide worM o'er and o'er,
prosperity. A friend and companion the parents took this method of dispos- after making a good gain lie was almost

"Coming

before."—Water

A busy place for the last few weeks
bas been the cooper shop of J. A. Kenit is
ney, and a cheerful place as well, for
suggestive of the big yield of one of our
sf.indard crops, apples. Dealing inbir
rels sometimes means a big lot of storage room, but in this case it doesn't.
W hen a barrel is completed it goe« down
a roll way into the storage shed, and here
there is generally some farmer's hayrack
standing, waiting to be filled with barrels to be hauled off. Two to three j who was dear to all. A citizen whose log of the infant on account of the
hundred barrels per day are set up. The upright life was a sraudard of emulation trouble and expense of any other dépothe
total output to date ha* been a little £o his fellows. That we sincerely con- sition of it. This might be. though
on
labor of burying a ch Id, whenι tll e
more than twelve thousand barrels, and dole with the family of the deceased
about four thousand more will complete the dispensation with which it has pleas- ground was frozen verv slightly if at all,
inthe season's work. When it is taken ed the Divine Providence to attl ct them is hardly sufficient to justify
into consideration that a large number and commend them for consolation to cident to such a disposition of the bod>
car Him who orders all things for the best ;u was made.
of
apples were shipped in loose
lc is probable that the body was
loads in the early part of the season, we and whose chastisements are meant in
placed where it was found by some ono
get some idea of the magnitude of the mercy.
land
Be it further resolved, That these ignorant of the customs of the
apple product which centers here.
The
Maine.
of
laws
the
resolutions be spread upon the records and
The members of the Seneca Club were of the Lodge, a copy thereof be trans- appearance of the child gives color to
of
to
some
invited to meet with Mrs. Walter L. mitted to the family of the deceased the theory that it may belong
<
tray for a social evening last Tuesday, brother and that they be printed in the the colony of Finns in the northern part
and all but one of the members were in- Oxford Democrat
of the town, and the ignorance of
formed that the affair was to be a linen
A. W. Wai.kkk, ) Committee parents regarding our customs and laws
of
on
shower foi Miss Iva L. McArdle, who is
F. A. Taylor, >
may explain the peculiar disposition
Miss
to be married in a few weeks.
) Resolutions. it.
S. M. Kino,
McArdle herself was not informed of
Oxford Pomona Orange.
the fact until the physchological moWe wish to thank the friends and
1st Tuesday in December. Place,
Time,
ment arrived in the eveniog's festivities,
neighbors. Masons, those who contribut- South Paris. Program :
when the linen was literally showered
beauthe
ed (towers, and those who sang
A. M.
upon her from overhead. The parlor tiful hvmns and in anyway assisted us
Kouttoe work.
was arranged for a cobweb party, and
beour
of
death
and
sickness
during the
Reports of Committees.
the untangling of the strings led each to
Κ lection of Officer··
loved husband and father.
some article of modest but unquestioned
KaoaM.
Mks. Sylvia W. Houghton.
*alue. Miss McArdle's string was longA lick B. Hovohton.
er than the others, and led her directly
Mk iami Mus. Hakhv D. Colk and
under a large heart-shaped bag, when
Family.
Grange.
the pulling of a string showered the
■
'men upon her. It was a perfect and ■
appendicitis
National Forester Gilford Pinchot says
complete surprise, but sbe nevertheless
a lumber is duo in a large measure to abuse of the
we are going to have
that
«pressed her appreciation gracefully.
in twenty years. bowels, by employing drastic purgaThe decorations of the dining room were famine in this couutry
To avoid all danger, nee only
an authority as he tives.
eminent
so
When
'Q a dplicate shade of pink, with conDr King's New Life Pills. The safe,
a statement, it is time
definite
so
makes
trasting green in smilax and ferns. Par- for the
and
invigorators.
people to begin to take notice. sentie cleansers
ticularly dainty refreshments added to
for headache, biliousness
is no other product of the land
toe evening's pleasures, and all the ap- There
which so little sense la used in malaria and jaundice, at F. A. Sburtleff
pointments of the affair were well con- about
A Co.'» drug store. 2&o.
America aa the timber.
•idered and in
taste.

perfect

A HARD DEBT TO ΡΑΓ.
Letter to an Anti-Christian.
••I owe a debt of gratitude that can
Mr. Blank:
Dear Sir,—You assert that Christianity never be paid off," writes O. S. Clark of
WATER PKE88UKE
ΙΟ
INSUFFICIENT
Charles W. Moure, Water Street, bas is a failure bo far an any improvement in Westfield, Iowa, "for my rescue from
SAVE A ONE STORY HOUSE.
sold bis personal property and will move the world's condition is concerned. An death by Dr. King's New Discovery.
assertion unwarranted by facts, and one Both lungs were so seriously affected
away from Norway with bis family.
Editor Democrat.
H. F. Webb Co. finished apple can- that can be successfully combatted by that death seemed imminent, when I
New Discovery. The
If any of our citizens had any doubt ning this week. The shipping crew is any one who has a thimbleful of brains, commenced taking
bis bands tied ominous dry, backing cough quit before
as to whether we need more protection still at work marketing the season's with his eyes shut and
the first bottle was used, and two more
behind him.
from fire than we oow have, they would products.
You assert that it has been a power for bottles made a com] ete cure." NothC. B. Cummings & Sons have put in a
have been convinced if they had been at
New Discovery for
the fire in our village Saturday morning. brick walk in front of the Crooker evil in the world. It is to be admitted ing has ever equaled
that great crimes have been committed coughs, colds and all throat and lung
There was abundant proof that ought to house on Bridge Street.
Guaranteed by F. A.
Dr. Bial F. Bradbury baa removed the in the name of Christianity, and rivers complaints.
satisfy the most skeptical, that the presA Co., druggists. 50c and
sent protection that we have, would be cedar hedge from his place on Main of blood have been shed—and that proves Shurtleff
are $1.00. Trial bottle free.
of very little use to us, in case of a Street. The residence is greatly im- what? Certainly not that which you
struggling to prove, and flounder while
proved by the change.
serious fire.
The stated convocation of Oxford you struggle. Nothing but suostance
If we cannot save the smallest house
Born.
in the village from burning on a perfect- Royal Arch Chapter, No. 29, was held at can cast a shadow. You are confoundfor
false
the
shadow
for
Masonic
Ball
substance,
ing
evening.
Wednesday
Nov.
In West Parle,
7, to the wife of Charles
ly still morning, without a breath of
Orin A. Holden has sold his property, the true. Base imitation of a coin is Martin, a eon (Henry Albert).
wind, what would we do if the largest
Nov.
9, to the wife of
In Denver, Colo.,
to strong proof that there is value in the
building got afire with a gale of wind corner Summer and Cottage Streets,who
Stephen Abbott, Fsq., a daughter.
coin.
Geo. M. and Fred L. Harriman,
of Harlan Bartlett,
kill
a
the
wife
If
we
cannot
to
In Newry, Nov.,
blowing?
mouse,
To fasten a stigma on the Scriptures a daughter.
what would we do if we should meet a will lease the same.
wife
of 8. H. Bon·
to
the
Nov.
In
9,
Norway Board of Trade held its you point out a few erjprs and contra- oey, Buckfleld,
be il Γ ?
a hod.
kind
Within a very few minutes after the monthly meeting at Engine House Hall dictions with a dodge-it-lf-you-can
In Gllead, Nov. 5, to the wife of Archie T.
are
Heath, a (laughter.
alarm was given, I looked at a gage that Tuesday evening. The attendance was of an air. And you say that there
In Norway, Nov. 11, to the wife of Charles J.
gives the pressure on our water mains, good »nd much interest wan taken in hundreds of errors amd discrepancies Bassinette,
a «on,
the
all
scattered
various
matters.
through
(so-called)
public
and the paeesure stood at 63 pounds.
In Locke'» Mill», Nov. 14, to the wife of HerCharles P. Barnes has been improving Word of God. As a matter of fact there bert Crooker, a eon.
This was before the water was turned
In Andover, Nov. 12, to the wife of Whitney
are 120,000 variations and defects that
on, evidently, for this soon went down to and repairing his buildings on Pleasant
a eon.
have been detected by Biblical experts, Robert*,
Street.
In Grafton, Oct. ίί, to the wife of A. F. Brooke,
fifty pounds.
The passenger car and one or two as existing in various manuscripts, ver- a daughter.
At the time the water was first turned
No two editions are
on it was not possible to throw water freight cars broke away from the engine sions and editions.
and yet all from one
over the ridge-pole of a one-story house, on the branch Saturday and ran across precisely alike,
Married.
and it was difficult to get near enough to Cottage Street and some few feet along original. About 90,000 of these errors
Street.
Some
are of small importance, and the others
sidewalk
on
Pearl
the
throw water on to the roof. After a few
In Norway, Nov. 11, bv Rev. C. A. Brooke, Mr.
of God's
moments the pressure was a little better time was devoted to moving the cars to do not disturb the doctrine
Rrneet True Brooke of Greenwood and Mine
and Grace Mildred Allen of Parts.
and
was
little
the
rails
but
fatherhood,
justice,
mercy
damage
and the tire was kept from the next
again,
Maee., Nov. fl, Mr. Everett D.
man's accountability, his
dependence In Newburyport.Mzzle
house, but the small building in which done. No one was injured.
A. Chandler of Lynn,
Tuell end Mr».
Some seventy-five members of the and his immortality.
the fire caught was in ruins.
Maee formerly of West Sumner.
You say it cannot be the work of Qim
In Auburn, Nov. 10. by Rev Charles 8. Cum·
The last two fires that we have had in Modern Woodmon Society from Bridgj
is perfection, for it is imperfect. mlnge. Mr. Raliih Simon Elite of South Parte
our village have been so situated that ton were entertained on Wednesday by who
have your little blemishes, and Mine Lena Merrill of Auburn.
they have been confined to one building the Norway members of the society. Because you
In Rumford Falls, Nov. 11, by Rev. J. A.
less the work of a
Harry, Mr. Thomae McGlnnle and Mlee Clara
only, both being on the outer edge of the The Bridgton boys brought their own you are none the
marred
Man
has
himself,
Bulger.
perfect Being.
village, in one case the wind blowing band, orchestra and quartette. Supper and
In Rumford Fal's, Nov. 12, by Rev. J. A.
if he may mar one piece of God's
from the village, and in this last case, was served at the Congregational church
Harry Mr. John McGec and Mlee Margaret
he
can
reach
another—if
he
The
work
church.
the
ladies
of
the
may
with no wind at all. When wo have a vestry by
Sharkey, both of Mexico.
In Ruuiford Kalle. Nov. 13, by Rev. J. G. Fishtire in the centre of the village with the meeting was held at I. Ο. O. F. Hall, it. It would be absurd to say that be,
er, Mr. Charlee E. Elllngwood and Mise Martha
wind blowing in the direction of other ; where the degrees were conferred upon cause your face is a specimen of "spatter Enman, both of Upton.
work," pock-pitted and warty, therefore
houses, we shall have a conflagration that two candidates.
Mrs. W. F. Jones entertained the it is not the "human face divine." It
will not soon be forgotten, for it will j
Died.
members of the Federation of Women's would be a nicer face were it rectified
sweep everything before it, and we shall i
of innobe nearly helpless as far as our hydrant Clubs Friday afternoon at ber Pleasant and made smooth as the brow
Street home.
In lledrlck, Iowa, Oct 7, Mrs. Lurrctla Abinency, but it serves the purpose for
jvstem is concerned.
formerly of Bethel, aged 7fl ye*re.
Tuesday evening H. F. Andrews of the which faces were created, and the way- gailIn Bean,
It is true that we had a long length of
Bethel, Nov. A, Amoe Hastings Barker,aged
not
liose to run through which took off the firm of H. F. & Ε. E. Andrews, went faring man, though a fool, would
79 years
mistake it for a cabbage.
Nov. 7. Jennie Sophia
west for more horses.
In Shclbume. Ν. II
pressure, but these aro the conditions
And thus the Bible. It serves admir- Evans, formerly of GPea l, aged 18 years, 4
It is announced that the December
that we have to meet, aud we should
9 ilays.
months,
for which it was given.
liave some service that would be ade- meeting of the Maine Dairymen's Asso- ably the purpose
In Kezar Falls, Nov. 8, Mrs H. A. Pcare.
of
Id Porter, Nov. 8, Mrs. Caroline Pear', aged
With ciation will meet in Auburn. Suitable It is perfectly adapted to all the needs
quate under
conditions.
all
and spiritually, .V! years, 9 months, 18 days.
50 each, we can- accommodations at the hotels could not men, morally, physically
hydrant rentals at
In
Norway, Nov. 1, Mrs. Rebecca Whedden,
all
know and knows
sot afford to have a hydrant in every bo secured for the members who will at- iud as the Creator
aged 8-2 ve »re.
Hie wants and necessities of that which
it is said.
In Lincoln, Neb., Nov. II, I>. H. Young, foriooryard and shall have to depend on tend the meeting,
Robert Ε Walker has attracted much lie has created, it logically follows that merly of Norway, age·! about 75 yean».
ong lines of hose ic some cases, as was
In Swnmpec»tt, Mass., Nov. 7, George T.
attention by reason of his much band- none but lie could have been its Author; Crockett,
:he case this time.
formerly of Norway, aged 39 years,
that
is
revealed
all
a
have
revealed
iould
While
at
work
head.
operating
This house that burned was as small, aged
month*, l.i days.
and a gramIn Canton Point, Nov. 10, Amoe Chllds, age·
it
in
iu
wonderful
that
the
shoe
machine
at
volume;
factory
Friday
f not the smallest house in the village,
|
is not fatal, BB ye-rs.
ind if the pressure that we have in our some way burned his face and head very matical error, or any other,
In Mexlc", Nov. 11, Napoleon Oullette, aged 48
were more painful ind the Bo> k will never die.
The
injuries
badly.
we
what
should
was
near
year»
nains
anything
;
In Dlckvale. Nov. 7, Mrs. O. O. Tracv.
To show that the Christ was unrethan serious, however.
lave, there should have been no difficulty
In Canton, Nov. 13, Mrs. Sarah J. Poyc, aged
The Bates-Bowdoin football game Sat- liable and contradictory you cite these about
η getting water on to the building so as
70 years.
was attended by
passages in John: "I and my Father are
In Canton, Nov. 12, William French, aged
:o put the fire out in a very few minutes, urday at Lewiston
than
I."
is
40 years.
and
about
sou
Father
Viviau
me." "My
greater
f not to save the building with little) Postmaster Akers and
Do you throw that out as a clincher?
lainage. If th* building had been a sight or ten others from Norway.
Walter F. Tubbs has commenced the Should I say that you and your wife are
wo-story building instead of one story,
Home» for Male.
He thinks it a >ne, and over on the next page should
t would have been impossibo to have making of snowshoes.
to <ay that your wife is superior to you
intends
and
business
most
Pair of draft horses, weight 2700;
promising
jut water entirely over the roof.
(and she nrobablv is) vou would never
While this fire and loss is to be greatly greatly increase his works.
team ; will be sold at a low
nice
Word was received the first of the believe me again.
•eeretted and we all have the greatest
Also sleds and harnesses
It is written: "And they twain shall be figure.
week from S. Π. Burnham of Lincoln,
that
have
been
for
the
people
iympathy
Mr. me flosh." You,look, and lu ! two living with team if desired.
jurned out of their homes, it may be Neb., of the death of D. II. Young.
in the bundles of bones padded with flesh as
H. N. PORTER,
hat the fire, with the practical object Voung for years was engaged
South Paris.
tailoring business at the corner of Main before, and your faith falters. The devil 47
esson that it has given us, will be ot
and you are
When the jnd Bridge Streets. Some thirty-five if doubt lays bands on you,
use
to this village.
m me
doesn't
It
be
has
irdained
a Bible crusher.
whore
went
he
west,
•orporation voted to buy and establish a years ago
PIGS FOR SALE.
:rush at all well. The crushers of all
■eservoir for supply of their own they since resided.
George T. Crockett's remains were the ages have failed to impair it. The
lid not start a day too soon. w ο do not
Pigs for sale, six weeks old.
for burial Monday. balm and the consolation are in it still,
enow where the fire will strike next or brought to Norway
W. H. CHASE, Paris Hill.
thorn
there
dead
mother
found
i'our
ivhen it will strike, but it is not likely Mr. Crockett died at Swampscott, Mass.,
Funoral services were η all their fullness before she went to
hat it will continue to strike at times Nov. 7th, 1907.
if you remember.
Wanted at Once.
ind places so favorable for being ex- beld at the residence of his cousin, Un- Heaven,
You inform me that "my set" hold to
F. Bolster, on Beal Street,
inguished as the last two have been, lertaker J.
Four cords good hard wood, sawman
made
Rideout
belief
that
B.
S.
the
Rev.
God,
having
afternoon,
md if we do not have another tire before Monday
officiating. Mr. Crockett was born in perfect, was disappointed that he turned ed three times.
ve get our own water supply we shall be
Norway, March 12, 1808, the son of mt so ill. His plans are never crossed,
jxtremely fortunate.
S. RICHARDS, South Paris.
iirosvenor and Cynthia .J. Crockett. [lis purposes never fail. Sin came, and
OCK OWN WATER SUPPLY.
For years he made his home with his the sacrifice had already been prepared
For Sale.
The corporation are to be congratulat- mother, corner of Deering and Pearl the Lamb had already been slain—praced on the supply that we bave started, Streets. Be was a shoemaker and car- tically—in the purpose and councils of
of the late Charles
had
homestead
The
the
or
lie
If
seven
into
the
bat we trust will soon materialize
preparation
eight
Almighty.
past
penter. During
A not been made, sin had not come, for the
•ne of the best svsteras of water works years he has lived in Massachusetts.
B. Atwood, in Buckfield village.
lie was at one time Source of all knowledge can not be taken
.hat can be imagined. We have found ion survives him.
hat there is an abundance of water in a captain of Co. D, 1st Regt., N. G. S. M., innwares. We are quite positivo on Inquire of
that point.
F. R. DYER, Buckfield.
ipot most favorable for our nepds. The for two years.
In your grand researches to find out
»ork is progressing well, and is nearly
Wednesday evening the members of
old
the
lone. It would be pleasing to the water tho Ε ρ wort h League held their regular he number of concubines
NOTICE·
;ommittee to have every voter in the business meeting followed by a social patriarchs could muster, aud the little
The subscriber hereby (five* notice that she
the
the
devil
caused
deeds
just litis been <luly appointed administratrix of the
lirty
:orjfl>ration go to see this reservoir and hour.
When we
je convinced of its merits.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Rice, who have >nes to commit sometimes—hotly spur- estate of
MARY BROCK, late of Bucklleld,
;et water from this point, through tho been at Keadtleld tor some tune, nave red where weak and human—you may In the County of Oxford, deceased, an«l given
the bonde ne the Mw directe. All persons having
of
will
beautiful
have
will
where
it
to
been
caught
returned
glimpses
that
has
they
Norway
planned,
lysteiu
are
nake no difference whether the building make their home for the winter months. golden links in the unbroken chain of demands against the estate of said deceased and
to present the name for settlement,
D. Pike, Walter Rush and C. Π. Pike prophecy,
lias one story or six the water will go
running through all the desired
make
to
are
all Indebted thereto
requested
•lear over the roof and we shall not returned from their hunting trip to C Scriptures, clear down to Malachi. It is payment Immediately.
CORA A. KEENE.
liave to take stones to break the glass Pond with three deer this week.
fully to tug at that chain thinking to Oct. 1Mb, 1907.
Mrs. Fred H. Cummings entertained a break it. You don't know what to do
with, so we can get the water inside the
MYRON H. WATSON,
Geo. K. Mobton.
building.
party of her lady friends Wednesday svith it, and so you sneer.
"The manger of Bethlehem cradled a
îvening. Social time with refreshments.
Football.
Piano Tuning and Fine Iiepairing.
James Freeland Bolster has captured King!" The promise was given by the
four foxes this season so far.
Keeper of promisoe, and the prophets
TEACHER OF TROMBONE.
The selectmen on Saturday granted foretold it and you pronounce it false
SOUTH PABIS 4S; NORWAY 0.
pole rights in Norway to the Oxford and ind stamp it a lie. You can deny that Refer* to Charles D. Stacy, Boston.
The game spoken of in last week's Dtisfield Telephone Co., as asked for in there is warmth in sunshine if you wish,
[f you have never seen the "King in bis
Satf
Democrat came off Saturday afternoon their petition recently presented.
Norway, Maine.
Because of the
with the above result.
Jurors for the United States Circuit seauty," your testimony is negative and
jbjections of parents there has been no Court in Porland have been drawn from worthless.
Have you a substitute for the Christ
Charles W. Chick and John
team at the high school for the past two Norway.
F. Swain grand jurors, Frank L. Millett pou reject, for the Bible you ignore?
reasons and no games have been played
here except the grammar school games. ind Horace G. Dinsmore traverse jurors. Please send a copy of your moral code,
lot drawn from the Bible. What do you
For that reason there was a good crowd
About the State.
iise in the place of—"Thou shalt not
mt and they were so anxious to see a
Jeweler and Graduate
deal," "Thou shalt not kill," "Thou
iame that they waited for an hour for
"Thou
not
bear
false
ihalt
witness,"
did
and
to
arrive
the Norway team
While the two youths were gunning in «halt not commit
adultery," and all the
little grumbling.
:he woods Saturday, Robert Seekins of itlier shalt nots? You have the floor.
one-sided
far
too
was
itself
The game
was shot and killed by Charles
Windsor
John.
Free your mind, brother!
to be very interesting but the little side
The
E. Pinkham of East Vassalboro
ihows and prize lights that took place
is reported to have been due to
«hooting
Send Your Cow, Steer tud Ilorae Illd··,
it frequent intervals during the game
accidental discharge of Pinkham's
in- tn
more than made up for any lack of
JaK, Dog ami other Skins, to the Crosby Frisian
when Seekins was directly in front fur Company,
;un
Rorhester, N. Y„ to be converted
terest in the game itself.
>f him. The youths were 19 or 20 years into Kur Coats, Kobe», Gloves, Mittens, or Rugs,
MAINE.
A glance at the line-up of the Paris
are the 1 truest custom Kur tanners of large
)f age.
rhey
>ν11·ί an<l ilomeetlc animal nklus In the worlil.
team will show any one acquainted with
46-49
Semi
for
Illustrated
at
catalog.
Lincoln
had
R.
William
that
Paris
of
mill
the different
The

Object

afterl
I
I
four!

are

Mrs. Alfred H. Jackson and Miss Xellie Jaokson are visiting relative» in BosMr. Jackson will
tun for a few weeks.
before1
j >iu them there the Wednesday
Thanksgiving, and remain until the
following· when all will return

The Family Barely Escaped.

Dayton Bolster &, Go.
WISH TO BUY

10,000 lbs. of Sun Dried

Strung Apples,

At 3 oents per

pound

Delivered at our store in
change for goods.

King & Dexter Co., Portland, Me. •OUTS

ex-

8S MARKET SQUARE,
PARIS,

MAXNS1,

HOW TO TELL IF I
Ρ uzzler
YOU HAVE WORMS The

TBE LARGE YIELD OF

Corn,

Sweet
AND

—

—

Apples

that the farmers will receive large
Probably a
sums of money io payment.
large share of this will be paid out in a
short time and there is no safer place to
keep it and no better way to pay it out
than by opening a checking account in
means

THE REMEDt THAT
QUICKLY EXPELS THEM
The commun symptom· of worm· In child·
PaleneM of the tece with
tvn uud adults tire
oeca*lui>ai ilusbing; luUigeetion accompanied
by hu unnatural appetite at Ume«; foul
Ιοηχιιο anil offensive breath; Itching noae;
void tint; : grinding of the teeth during aleep ;
sweiinr oftneupperllp; hard swelled bowels:
griping or colic pain*; also couvnlslon· and
many other unaccountable nervoua •yinp·
oiiis, which. If not checked In time, lead on
U> something more serious.

•

Norway National Bank,
Norway, Mo.

There
The check serves as a receipt.
is no danger of loss by tire or theft. You
can always make the correct change.
You can always obtain cash at the bank.
There is nothing complicated or hard to
understand iu keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples
and sweet corn, call io and let us convince you that it is tor your interest and
protit to open an account with us.
:y~Ti. irty-five years of successful seivic to depositors.

TOOK OR. TRUE'S ELIXIR
AND 60T WELL

le solicite J.

VjjT.
«

BYRON C. W VITK.
Administrator with will annexe·!.

4.V4T

Auburn, Mb.

Dr. True, Dear Sir:—
"For the past seven years I have constantly kept a supply of your Elixir in
mv house, and it never failed to give
a great blessprompt relief. It has been
I
ing to my children, and unsolicited give
the
you this tribute of gratitude, hoping
merits of vour unrivaled family medicine
may be widely known and appreciated."

ΗΟΚ*Κ* HI Κ M.ILF.
As 1 am to change my occupation

I
offer for sale ray entire ou'tit of horses,
as
follows:
wagons, sleds, harness, etc.,

3 Good Horses, excellent drivers and

workers. Have been used in all
kinds of work and driving.
They
all work single or double or under
the saddle.

Very respectfully yours,

Even though

worm·

Chas. E. Wing.
may not be found

Dr. True's Klixir loin s up the stomach
Wagon, almost new. Sulky Plow, present
liver. Head what Dr. J. Haley, of BrunsSpring Tooth Harrow, Pair Double and
wick, thinks of it:
Sled*, Buggy Wagon, Pair Work
"It is a safe and effectual remedy. For
Harness, Pair Driving Harness,
worms it has no equal, ai)d is an excellent
Siniiie Driving Harness.
"
for canker of the mouth and throat.
N'APOLEON MAKTEIiL, Paris Hill. 4<itf remedy
l>r. Tree's Elixir Is «old by druggists every»

Farm

I OIt

whore at S.V.. 5Qe., and ÎI.CW per bottle. The
booklet. "Children and Their Disease·,'* will
be sent free by iitn|>lv addressing Dr. J· F
We have a special
True >v Co.. Auburn. M
treatment for tape-Wuriu. Send for free book.

V4LL

Concord wagon in good condition,
one two-horse McC'ormick mowing machine. a Champion horse-rake, second
NOTICE TO W ATKK TAKERS.
hand driving harness, a lever butterworker, ami a Blanchard churn. For fur\!1 witter rental* now due Including the July
blU- whvh h ve been »ent out, mu-t be settled
ther particulars inquire of
by Νυν Μ, or the water will be shut off.
A. J. PENLEY,
NO (WAY WATEK CO.,
South Paris, Maine.
I'er η. I). Andrews, Supt.
25tf
.June 1", l'.HiT
Norway, Maine, Oct. 2, I'JOT.
Ooe

prrrrnrrUSSI

d:<c>;<

high

can—there's no
dangei—as low as you please
—there's no smell. That'»
because the smokeless device
prevents smoke or smell—
that means a steady flow of
glowing heat for every ounce
of fuel burned in a
as

*

as

you

PERFECTION
00 Healer
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

You can carry it about and care for it just as easily at a lamp.
Brass oil font holds 4 quarts burning 9 hours. Handsomely finished in japan and nickel Every heater warranted.

Lamp

cheeriness
adds
*
the long
winter evenings. Steady,
brilliant light to read, sew or knit by. Made of
brass, nickel plated, latest improved central draft
burner. Every lamp warranted. If your dealer cannot supply Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp
write our nearest agency for descriptive circular.

milk and sugar.

DATES

GOOD

for busy people, almost as
good as a daily. Had your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
bring* it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays aud Fridays,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live iu the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close touch
with all important uews of the* world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, bui you cau secure it will
The Oxford [democrat
your own favorite local newspaper,

AS
A

DAILY

a

metropolitan Tiewspaj>er

Both Papers One Year .for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat
South Paris, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal can! to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil
briug von a free sample copy.

nde 5am uses Paroid Roofin

cup sugar, one-half cup of moor lard, two'hirde cup of vinegar or cider, two eggs,
each of
one teaspoonful
cinnamon,
cloves, nutmeg aud spice, one and onehalf teaspoonfuls soda, one half pound
of dates stoned and chopped, and flour
to mix pretty
stiff. Bake in a pan
twelve by eight inches. This is fine; try
it by all means.
One

contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
W hat is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask lor booklet and name of nearest deafer.
Send a 2 cunt nam ρ tor book ot uiMcrdile poultry and farm building plana.

5. P. MAXIM &

SON, Agents,^South Paris,^He.

PIANOS.
The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low
Also I have
money as they can be sold for the quality of the instrument.

are

several medium

low,

terms eaay.

the best

pianos

grade pianos.
Send for

that

are on

A

large

catalogue

stock

and

the market.

we

always

on

hand.

Prices

will try and interest you in

W. J. WtLoeler db Co.'9
Billings Blools.,
•outil Parla,

-

·

L

on

end or lying on its side?

No. 305.—Pied Quotation.
Het ldpsnero lfsai no seaclt awsll, nad

wnosy mmxnutl Ido n! t.vroe.
Kht nlgo hltgl sahcsk ocasrs het klase.
Pan eth Iwdl rctteaaa aslpe ni lygro,
Olwb. gube! wbol, ste het Idwl cshoec

ygflnl,

wmsae,

igynd.

cohees

sawrne,

gynld.

ngldy,

—Nnnstyoe.

No. 306.—Anagram·.
(Precious stones.)
Lead
Not ou some.
Quite sour.
A hit camel
Amid dons.
Mrs. E.
Sharp pies. Ten rags.
No. 307.—Concealed Double Acrostic.
(On·· word is concealed In each couplet.)
The primula and finale united will spell
A country which all of us like very well.
I'll try to find

garden spade
And thus escape may yet be made.
a

I'll have a fine now glided dome
And build an annex to my home.
It's reitlly more than 1 can do
To hide an apple pie from Sue.

Oh, mother. lo<k at Jenny Ray!
wears her best hat every day!
I'd like a lea set painted blue.
With plates and cups and saucers too.
"Corne Saturday." said Ned to Jnck.
"And play with my new railroad track."

No. 308.—Novel Zigzag.
All tlie words described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and written one lielow another take the second letter of the lirst

word, the third letter of the second
word, t!ie second letter of the third
the third letter of the fourth, the second of the fifth, and so on to the end.
The "corkscrew" will spell the title of

story by Hawthorne.
Crosswords: 1. A heavenly body.
Very pale. 3. A rent. 4. To confine

a

οτ

course,

uonceuimg

me

cream

·ιι

to-

A pronoun gether.
5. A name for Ireland.
7. To fume. S. To surfeit. !». An IsCKYSTALLJZKD I>ATE8
11. To
10. A minute object.
land.
Take one |>ounil of dates well washed
urge. 12. To twist. 13. A Hoinun em an·! dried. Cut them open with a sharp
1(5. A
peror. 14. Secure. v13. A poet.
•«'uknife. take out the seed and insert a
al>cd peanut. Melt one
tilmy substance. 17. An eft.
pound of

_'ranulatcd sugar,—no water,—stirring
constantly to keep from turning too
No. 30λ—Hidc'en Islands.
When entirely molted, place the
-•rown.
1. lie ran against Helen and knocked
«aucepan over another of boiling water.
her Into a puddle, spoiling lier enow
Keep the water boiling, bo that the liquid
white suit.
2. The brides were sisters, and they
were marrying brothers.
Ο.

If*

111*11

ΙΙΙ\Γ

UIV^l

UVVV»UIM(|

"ι1

ever designed for you.

Silent Letters.
Of vowel», all—good, better, best—
The· loud, round "O!" iu noisiest;

The rest have ways more laudable
Because they're all In-A-l'-d-I-bl E.
—St. Nicholas.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 29Γ».—Ellipses: 1. Abhy, baby. 2.
Levi, veil. 3. Huth. hurt. 4. Sway,
ways. 5. I'ass, asps. (5. Kale. lake.
No. 296.—Kiddie: Lime.
No. 21>7.—Concealed Word Square: 1
4
3. Talent.
2. Stamen.
Estate.

Amende. 5. Tender. <?. Enters.
No. 2î>S.—Diamond: 1. 'Γ. 2. Ten. 3
Tardy. 4. Amy. 5. S.
No. 299.—The Mystic Trees: Willow,
palm, poplar, cocoanut, aspen, walnut

spruce, tir, hemlock, chestnut, pecan
oak, birch, l«eech, maple, ash, cedar,
jieauh, plum, larch, cherry, elm. plue
balsam, apple, i>enr. apricot, alder, bay.
Birds hidden iu the tree an
lime.
• row. canary,
wren/lark, pewit, swift
heron, sparrow, boltolluk, thrush, hawk
i-ondor. falcon, owl, blackbird, cuckoo

Take each
uear will not cot too thick.
late upon a skewer or new hat pin, dip
η the liquid and with the aid of another
'iat pin place on a thinly buttered tin.
This is a delicious confection for a
luncheon or afternoon tea.

them (the inferior looking unes) and
inn*h or chop them to a pulp.
Next chop a like quantity of English
viilnut or hickory nut meats rather Hue,
ind mix the minced dates and walnut
crumbs into a dough-like consistency.
>tuff each slitted date with this rich
Mixture, lining a three-tined steel fork
Another nice way is to
or the process.
hop peanuts or almonds very Hue, mix
hem with the white of an egg, a little
ugar, and enough almond or vanilla to
rtavor them, then press the paste into
the cavity made by removing the stone
After this is done, roll
rom the date.
•ach date in granulated sugar until well
coated.
If you wish to use them right away,
If they are
■<erve in a small glass dish.
to be kept until wanted, wrap each date
thus prepared in a small sheet of waxpaper (*ize four inches by six inches) and
twist the ends like molasses kiss papers.
They will keep for some time this way.
>f

Hint.

A

droffiita Mil

they

lights
stage Illuminated the place, emphasizthe
ing the dark shadows thrown by
hearsal, while still another touring or- stacked scenery.
ganization occupied the side lobby j Beamish and Basil were talking as
downstairs, but it was the Avenue | she cauie down the dressing room corstock company, the pride of Bea- ridor, and they did not hear her soft
mish's attractions, that occupied the footfalls as she approached.
the
"I suppose you'll marry her, you're
stage. Audrey Harwood smiled at
thought that this season ehe was re- so stuck on her," grumbled the manhearsing with the crack company on ager.
the etnge instead of one of the less im"Your objection to her work sealed
"I could
portant companies in the lobby.
my lips," said Basil coldly.
The year before she had labored not seem to demand her love as the
through a small part with α road com- price of her being retained Id the com-

took our sus-

getting

assured.
After the last curtain the crowds In
her
the restaurants were discussing
wonderful work, but she still lingered
In the dressing room. The other playcluster of
ers had gone, and only the
In the center of the
electric

cess was

row of tombstones.
In the broad foyer back of the bal"No.
cony one of Manager Beamlsh's
2" companies went through its re-

our

!

the
pany, and it had not been until
last of the season that Basil, the general stage manager for Beamish, had
noticed her work on one of his trips
of Inspection and had promoted her

pany."

"Bosh!" said Beamish, with an
not to grab
easy laugh. "You're a fool
her up before some one else does."
"I don't agree with you," said Basil
grimly. Audrey stepped into the circle

I to the metropolitan company.
"It's been the graveyard of many a
blasted hope," retorted Maida Terry,
the leading indy, with α laugh, "and
Beamish Is the ghoul that goes prowlaround the place seeking whom he

lug

may devour. There he comes now,"
she added us the burly form of the
tun linger wns discerned descending the
staircase leading from the balcony,
where he had been watching the re-

1

another, and her toilet, articles, uuder- said hie new wife. "They're my wedetc., in the third. The three, ding present 10 you."—Ex.
astened together with a firm, strong
corH, were exceedingly easy to carry, THE NEW PURE FOOD AND DRUG

It. I [ood as

new.

LAW.

that Focoughs, colds
aud luug troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, aud we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults. For
sale by all druggists.

pleased to
ley's Honey and Tar
We

arc

announce

for

"Hut, Captain Brace," why

do

they

al-

ways call a ship 'she'?
•'Lord, miss, you wouldn't ask that ef
you'd ever tried ter steer one."

PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD

but never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough,
heals and strengthens the lungs and prevents pneumonia. Sold by all druggists.
A Good

Face.

She started, recoiled, and then bent
anxiously nearer her mirror.
"A wrinkle, as I'm alive!" ebe exclaimed.
She was of a buoyant temper, however.
"I suppose I'll have to put a good face
on It!" she aaid,
reaching forthwith for
the nocessary materials.
DANCING PROVES FATAL.
Many men and women catch cold· at
dances which terminate in pneumonia
After exposure, if
and consumption.
Foley's Honey and Tar is taken it will
break up a cold and no serious results
need be feared. Refuse any but the
genuine in a yellow package. For sale
by all druggists.

Gerald—May

mother?

I

kiss

you

for

yonr

Geraldine—Weil, I think not; she
couldn't sue you for breach of promise,
and I could.
We have secured the agency for Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrnp, the new laxative
that makes the liver lively, purifles the
breath, cures headache and regulate· the
digestive organs. Cures chronic oonstipation. Ask ns about it. Ail druggists
sell it.
Dora—The wretch! To propose to both

)f us on the same

nigbtl

Flora—I'll tell you—you aocept him,
laar.

Mats, Mirrors

is, 1906.
"The truc 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters

Thomaston, Me., Sept.

&

My wife
number of different patent I
medicines, but has found nothing yet
rqual to the true 'L. F.' for dyspepsia
ind stomach troubles."
Yours very truly, O. A. Robinson.
The true "L. F." Atwood's Bitters,
free from any harmful ingredient, act
nost beneficially on stomach and liver,
removing congested conditions, regulating digestive ferments, cleansing, invigorating and recuperating, i or nearly
sixty years they have stood for health
and happiness in thousands of homes.
35c. at dealers.
ire

our

hps used

family medicine.

a

AND

Sepia and Oil a specialty,
Satisfaction Guarar»eed.

L, M. TUFTS,

land!

—

Postpaid

vine»!

for $2.00.

Grenville M. Donham,
Fubl labor,

REMEMBER!

Congress St., opp. City Building,
Morris
Portland, Maine.

Klain,

Norway. Me.

Can aflorl to anil will pay more for
tui,
t„
bers, ami raetal than any ctran/tr ·.. .a
your house.
Ile pays from S5 to
per tun for r
h
ercit to nlm here.
He buys foldeil newt) a per*.
r.:
He Is paying for mlxe<l γηκ». 1
j ιι,.Ι.
IV.
Itubbera accontln# to uiarkct
u.arket
racks.
bran
for
prlc«

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

PROBATE NOTICES.

SO'JTH PARIS,

FOR SALE.

No. 38. Just Issued.

Sent

Crayon, Water color,

2 1-2 story dwelling-house,
pleasantly
located in the village of West I'arii.
Consists of nine rooms and b;ttli-ro<ito.
shed and stable. About :'-4 acre of
with apple and pear trees.
The build!
ings are situated high from the otreet
with broad piazza shaded with
A spring „(
commanding a fine view.
There buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
bouse. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South l'arin,
Maine.

Business Directory of Maine

un-

in

Nichols St..

State Year Book
—

Mouldings s{,

High Grade Portrait Work

Register!

Maine

Γο all persons Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter nam6d :
Atal'rotiatc Court, In vacation. In an·! for
the County of Oxford. on the 4tb day of
Nov., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and seven, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persona Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Ox
published three weeks successively In the
font Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at fryeburg, on the
first Tuesday of Dec., A. D. 1907, at nine of the
jlock In the forenoon, and be heart thereon If

the hair.
CIwim anil
!'ronin:e· a Injuria :it fTuwth.
Hiver FailJ to Restore Ormy
Hftir to lt« Youthful Color.
It bsir falling.
Cuna arâlp
jOc.aml f ΙΛΧι at I)run;.tH

■

see cause:

GILPATRICK, minor child of Sarah
I. tillpatrlck, dcceaeed, of Porter; |*etltlon for
license to sell an-ι convey real estate presented
by Joseph W. tillpatrlck, guardian.
ETHEL

better with the manothers grew
and Audrey,
notice for the
in her scene.
As lier voice faltered and broke there
came a prufT shout from the rear of
the house, •and the company eyed the

played

ager's eyes upon them,
nervous and confused,
coming under Beamlsh's
firrt time, failed utterly

A true

ADDISON E. HEURICK,
Judge of said Court.

copy—Attest

ALBERT D.

PARK, Regl*ter.

girl commiserntlngly, while Basil dropperl t!a· reheursal to answer Beamlsh's

summons.

"Oct another girl for that part of
Mona." was the terse command. "That
rMck you've pot there is rotten."
"She will play all rlRht," was the re"She rehearses bodly, and
sponse.
then she Is nervous because you are
here."
"1 want another girl," was Beam"It's only a
lsh's emphatic answer.
bit that she plays, but It comes In

out

{Sff·

m

Terry's bip

I h

ive

new

received

just

Fdison
—

Phonographs

WITH

THE

A few hairs here and there
missed, but it won't be
long before they will be leaving
in such large quantities that you
will regret the fact that you
haven't done something to provent the ultimate end—baldness.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
promptly stops falling hair, cures
dandruff and will stimulate a new
growth of hair. It has done so
for others. It will do so for you.
It is not sticky or gummy ; will
not thicken on the hair; dues not
become rancid ; has no disagreeable odor; is clean ami agreeable

—

Improved

Latest

Is Your Kalr
Falling Out?

stock of the

a

are not

Horn.

Come in and hear them.

W.

PORTER,

A.

SOUTH PARIS.

42U

I»

Help

the Horse

No article I* more useful
about the stable than Mica
Put a little on
Asie Crease.
the spindtes before you "hook
tit·"—it will help the horse, and
bring the load home quicker.

MICA AXLE
GREASE

to use.

A REASON
Why

we

guarantee

Rexall
Kemedie
We believe that The
United Drug Co., ti e
proprietors of the Hexall Remedies, ha· e in—

augurated a perfert
system of supplying

ready-made prescrip

tions. They make 2<Ό
remedies under t h e
tradename "Rex.τ II.''
Each remedy is a welltried recipe of a
famous physician w! »
is a specialist in his
line.

At our store, only fifty cents
bottle.
Satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded.

a

well— lwtter than any
other grease. Coats the axie
with a hard, smooth surface of
powdered mica which reduces
Ask the dealer for
friction.
Mica Axle Grease.

xvran

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

ST&OiXO OU. C CMP ANY

«easts

STORE

THE

fighting

neighboring state.

wear,

while a dress-suit case would have been
ieavy and cumbersome.

Troubles!

For

Ho returned to the stage. Those betDanny Tracy, widower, «lid his second
courting through a matrimonial agency, ter versed In tbe Beamish methods bad
and in time formed an alliance with
guessed that the stage manager had
Abigail Jones, widow, who lived in a been
for Audrey aud bad told

He went to her home
for the ceremony, and seemed rather ill
at ease while it was being performed.
When they were safely married, he
cleared hie throat and announced to bis
bride that he had a confession to make.
"It's about the wedding preaent I have
for you," he said, "I thought—that is,
I—wal, I calculated it would be a nice
surprise. I have four children at home
waiting to call you mother."
Mrs. Tracy nodded her head approving-

and Pictures,

Stomach

Qood

company had agreed with him.

they

Picture Frames

AND

So

parsed

hearsal of the minor company.
Now he settled his huge bulk In t
seat at the rear of the house, his
pudgy hands clasped across his fat
stomach, while he viciously chewed
Beamish
the end of an unlit cigar.
was an inveterate smoker, but he
lived In dread of a fire that might put
his house out of business for a time,
and he never smoked in tho theater,
even in his own office.
His presence made Itself felt to Howard Basil, though the latter stood with
his back to the auditorium. Some of
the nctors

Dyspepsia!

Nothing

of light.
"Howard,
"I do." she said quietly.
may I ask your escort to my hotel?"
Beamish in his excitement forgot
himself a:ul lit liis cigar as the two :U*0
out. Ι·'ο" once a member of his

scene, and we can't have
that spoiled. (Jet rid of her."
"If I thought that she would spoil
Necessities.
it. I should not have engaged her."
will
There can he no doubt about the fact answered Basil quietly. "The girl
that necessities are going up, Havana remain In the cast."
cigars are much higher than they were.
"Give the part to Ashton," ordered
Gond whiskey is dearer.
Be::nilsh. "Let this girl out tomorThe price of champagne apparently re- row."
mains the same, but this is only ap"I have full control of the compaparent. The corkage is more, the tips
said Basil, whose face had
are more, and anything that goes with it nies,"
is much higher than it was.
grown very white. "Miss Ashton can
High living ha» almost doubled. It play the part at a pinch. Miss Ilarc-sts twice as much to go on even the wood can live the part. If she goes,
··
An ordinary 1
simplest bat as it did.
flirtation, leading to nothing at all, has
"I've }iot you under contract," sputincreased nearly 50 per cent in cost.
tered Beamish.
Speculation is higher than it was. It
"1 just mentioned tbe Important
is getting beyond the means of all exof that contract," retorted Basil,
cept multi-millionaires to gamble in Wall clause
i "You will break it by your own acStreet.
Divorces are higher. Even the com- tion."
monest kind of a divorce is more than
Tbe yotinger man stood quietly for a
the average man can afford.
moment, wlilie Beamish chewed bis
was
possiAppendicitis—which at flrst
Basil was a man
viciously.
ble to people in moderate circumstances cigar
Moreover, be bad
to replace.
hard
dream
we
can
—is now something
only
seen tbe English production of tbe
of.
tbe
ILit-house violets and grapes, other piece and bad read tbe play with
men's wives, desirable scandals, French author. It would uever do to iet him
chauffeurs, and iu fact all necessities go on tbe eve of a production. Beamrccognized as such, will soon be out of ish rose heavily to Ids feet.
the reach of all.
"I don't suppose that you will object
Indeed, if we keep on we shall soon all to Ashton
understudying?" he asked
be reduced to leading respectable lives.
gruffly.
—Life.
!
"Not In the least," said Basil. "I'll
!
An Even Match.
eend for lier this afternoon."

in

—

All

penders.
Now they

Copyrighted, 1907, by Jetale Morgan.

I

I

the girl so. She flashed him a grateful
glance, but he merely took his place
by the table and ordered the rehearsal
It was not
of the scene over again.
until after the company bad been dismissed that Audrey bad a chauce to
ipeak to him.
"Ilow can 1 ever thank you?" she

Gasoline

Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

Manure

MANAGER.

don't worry.
pay any extra
It is seldom that he

Family Washings

a

A LOW PRICE

Wool

Carpets

MAINF.

J ICILLthe cough
lungs
cure

Dr. King's
New Discovery
^OLOS

ahead," he nald shortly. "It*· a
last clmuce.
Perhaps the play will
carry the girl through."
Basil hurried behind the scenes to

thy innvmT™"*,

g

I'd flMUUlit

,
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Every department written by sjx-cialists,
highest authorities in their r<«pectivelii:.->
No other paper pretends to c<-:nparu with It
in qualifications of editorial staiT.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a .!··**■·
vtunt.
of completeness not even attempti 1
I.NDINPKMVIIU: TO

General Line Farm Machinery.

ALL COUNTRY RESIDENTS
WHO WISH TO
KEEP LP WITH Till; Till:».
SlngU Subscription, $1.60;
Two Subscriptions, #2. 0 ;
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SOUTH PARIS.

For Sale in South

Jour Months' Trial Trip SO cent*·

Paris.

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the Into Mrs. Sarah W. How et t,
situated in tho center of tho village, has
two apartments of seven and eijrht rooms
with sheds, large attic, <&c., and is in
The grounds are
excellent condition.
extensive, containing additional house
lota.
W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT, AKent, S. Paris. !

E. W.

CHANDLER,

j

Builders' Finish !'

Planing, Sawing

Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

E.
West

W.

Sumner,

CIIIWULGR,
....

Maine.

Desirable Residence for Sale.

LUTHER TUCKER A SON,

AJbany. >'· Y·
t£T" Subseri pt ion" taken ut this oilioe.

For Service
A right good Berkshire Bo:ir. j't'»1
he right size. Seivice fee $ ι .00

JACKSON,

A. K.
^outh Paris, Nie.
YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Mso Window & Door Frames, !

and Job Work.

on roqti.-st. It will parant·
life to
holy interested in any way In country
Bend for them. Address the publishers

60

I will furnlih DOORS anil WINDOWS of any
3120 or Style at reasonable price».

If In want of any kind of Ktolah for Inside or
Pine Lum
Outside work, «end In your order·
>)cr and & .bi|<lea ut. band Cheap for C&eb.

SPECIMEN COPIES

will be moiled free

I

Patents
I

HAUL

DE9I0N8
COPYRIGHTS AC.

dftrfptbti

mtr
Λητηηβ tending a nketrh and
whether an
quickly urertnln our opinion free CommunicaInvention li probably patentable.
l'aient·
tion· Uriel ly c. mddentlal. HANDBOOK on
•ent free. Oldest Êuiencj for »eeurine patent*.

Patent· taken throueh Mutin Λ Co. re<·!»·
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tptcial notice, without chnrgo,

Scientific American.

rtrA hkndaomely Illustrated weekly. I-areMt Il a
eolation of any «rlentlflc Journal. Terni·.
new»dealert.
Sold
*iyail
month·,
|L
year: four

MUNN S Coi®e,e'~4-'New York

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homeD. G
Branch Office. «55 Κ Ht, Wa*bln«ton.
stead situated in South Paris village,
TOWS NOTICE.
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
have a bill >κ*1α·| the town, either LI».-'·
If
w
5 Horse power upright boiler and and all modern equipments attached, ay you
or poor account, the Selectmen ».k you
a two story house, ell and stable, ! resent your account at once to the Selectman
ngine, in good condition.
« your sectlou of the town.
H. W. TAPLEY,
ΟΪ 1ΆBid.
centrally located. Apply to
I Sooth Parla, July SKLKCTMK.N
i, lyo:.
South Paria, Me.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.
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lie turned away to hide the real anIwer to h»r question. The temptation
was strong upon him to take lier in
his arms and tell her that he loved her
mid It was liecause of his love that he
had fought. To do so would seem to
ON
lie presuming upon his action. Mentally lie cursed Beamish for raising
this barrier against his hopes.
Miss Ashton appeared tbe following
morning, sitting In one of the fron'
K<-ts and studying the business ca.
fully, but Audrey played without a
break, and at the dress rehearsal even
Beamish was pleased to grunt a
to close out odd patterns and clean
grudging assent to Basil's praise.
Then came the opening ulgbt. The up stock.
house whs crowded, for It was an
early opening of the season, aud the
other theaters were still dark. Beamish gleamed ui>on the crowd of notaHe
bles streamiug Into tbe house.
knew that he had one of the strongest
plays of the hour. To score a hit
would ineau perhaps an all season run
at the home theater and a tremendous
Corner Main and Danforth
advertisement for tbe road companies.
But hie hopes were dashed when
Basil came out front with a worried
look upon his face.
"Terry wus thrown out of her automobile on her way to the theater,"
he reported.
"The physician thinks
she has fractured her skull."
| and
THE
"Aud we've got to lose all this?"
asked Beamish, with a wave of his ciw,ih
gar. Tbe accident to his leading woman appealed only to his own selfishness and cùpldity.
"Miss Harwood is dressing for the
part," explaiued Basil. "She can play
/Consumption
price
it, I am certain. It would never do
50c & $1.00
I OUGHSand
u
to turn the crowd away.
We could
Free Trial.
never get them back on a later night."
Surest and Quickest Cure for ε. 11
Beamish uodded a grudging assent.
THBOAT and LUNG TROUBHe knew that Basil bad stated the
LES, or MONEY BACK.
To get another
situation properly.
nenasaaaaBMHMMBn
or
for
woman
wait
Miss Terry to recover would upset the play and give
it a blow from which it could never re—

Cylinder

Disk Harrows,

First-class work done.

salary, let him.
Indulges In that luxury."

1831

OOEIHTRY

Wayside Laundry,

laid gratefully.
Basil looked down Into the wistful
face. "By doing as well as you i>ostlbly can," he said. "1 want you to
Justify my judgment, and I am certain
that you can. There will be an underIf

ESTABLISH!.!)

Send Your Work to

Helpful
bright girl who expected to attend a ly·
"
wedding in a large city, and disliked to
'Twill be more companionable for
carry superfluous luggage, obtained three the little Joneses," she said.
and
irge Hat pasteboard suit boxes,
"The Joneses?" gasped Danny. "And
packed her best gown in one, a white who are they?"
itudy here tomorrow, but
of
shirt-waists
dress, skirts, and a couple
"There's six of them, Danny,* dear,"
Beamish wants to
A

«wallow.
No. 300.—Picture Puzzle: 1. Harrow
Cuffs for White Shirt-waists.
». Drill.
The neatest of two-and a-half-inch
1.
No. 301.— Drop Letter Proverbs:
cuffs (or narrower) can be made for a
Lucky men need no counsel. 2. Hone;· white shirt-waist from a man's turnover
3. collar. The turned-over
in the mouth saves the purse.
part of the
Where drums lieat laws are silent. 4
liscarded collar is never worn; it is
Made of the purest linen, well-lined, and
Auger and haste hinder good counsel.
Combinations: 1. Grand vill need finishing ouly upon one end.
No. 302.
Two collar-t will be needed to make the
Rapids. 2. Sara, toga. Saratoga.
two cuffs, but they will be exceedingly
ttisfactory for both the laundress and
CURED OF «RIGHT'S DISEASE.
the wearer.
Mr. Robert O. Burke, Elnora, Ν. Y
writes: "Before I started to ueo Foley V
Suggestions.
Kidney Cure I had to get up from twelve
For cleanliness of sink and sink-spout,
t.i twenty times a night, and I was ail
for economy of time and labor, and for
bloated up with dropsy and my eyesight
tho saving of plumbing bill*, rub off all
was so impaired I could scarcely see one
dishes from table or kitchen with
of my family across the room. I had greasy
and burn the paper.
uewspaper,
of
when
a
friend
given up hope
living,
To mako home baking-powder take
recomm nded Foley's Kidney Cure. One
one-half pound of saleratus, on» pound
50 cent bottle worked wonders aDd becream of tartar, two tabieepoonfuls cornfore I hud taken the third bottle the
starch. Sift seven times aad keep iu a
dropsy had gone, as well as all othei tin.
Fot
symptoms of Bright's disease."
Keep prepared fl»ur on hand by rubsale by all druggists.
bing a table*ρ lonful of shortening into a
'•Did you and your wife do much row- quart of bread Hour after sifting into the
Hour three times two round teaspoonfuls
ing at the seashore?"
"That's the way it is spelled, but it is of the baking powder and two teasp »onfuls of salt.
pronounced different."
Many of the homely ways and moans
"The "pure food law" is designed by that 1 learned by practice and experience
the Government to protect the public forty years ago hold good to-day.
from injurious ingredients in both foods
For instance, I found that the regulaand drugs. It is beneficial both to the tion hot soap suds which my washerto
and
the
conscientious manu- woman applied to the oil cloth on my
public
facturer. Ely's Cream Balm, a success- kitchen floor left it looking old and
ful remedy for cold in the head, nasal grimy. The same with the stone hearth
catarrh, b«y fever, etc., containing no in- in the living room. I tried the virtue of
jurious drugs, meets fully the require- milk, a little in cold water if 1 could
ments of the new law, and that fact is not afford entire, and it worked like a
prominently stated onevery package. It αharm.
contains none of the injurious drugs
If I soaked my soiled clothes over
which are required by the law to be Digbt in cold water to which a large
mentioned on the label. Hence you can ipoonful of borax was added, the soiled
use it safely.
place· having been well rubbed with
toap, the process was forwarded an hour,
Edna—And did you jump when he ind more time was left to iron Hoe
kissed you, dear?
pieces. The coarser clothes were folded
Katherine—I bad to. He ia six feet ι ind laid away anironed.
ind I am only five feet one.
I learned to soak all milk-dishes and
:loset pans in cold water before scalding.
ΓΗΙ8 IS WORTH REMEMBERING
I fricasseed a chicken as I did corned
As no one is immune, every person 1 >eef, putting It to boil in cold water.
If my lard became acrid, I sweetened
ibould remember that Foley's Kidney
2ure will cure any case of kidney or t by melting it with slices of raw pota«ladder trouble that is not beyond the 1 o, then straining it back Into the pail as

each of uudlolM.

cuff links.
Summer before last

hat,

stage.
Then
"Going great," he said shortly.
he turned upon his heel and walked
buck to his place of ob£ervatiou.
her
In the second act Audrey had
she
big scene, und, forgetful of self,
threw herself Into the part. She could
the
not act well at rehearsal, but now
as a stimacted
the
crowd
and
lights
to
ulus. Nerved by the further desire
Justify Basil's confidence, she surpassthe
ed herself. At the end of the act
house rang with cheers, and her suc-

ly

nccktie, our vest, our shoes, our socks, our
our
and
shirt front, our walking etick
our

over the rear rail
of
of the orchestra floor. At the end
the
the first act he went back on

"It looks like a graveyard," said Au·
ilrey, with u little shiver, as she stared
Into the body of the theater.
On the stage the open fire skylights
flooded the bare space with light and
created η grateful draft, but the body
of the house was swathed In white
thin cloths over the rows of the rounded backs of seats, suggesting an order-

little tails, hanging down behind, pock-

place.
Long ago they got

M lumbered in to lean

Br LULU JOHNSON.

from us.
Now they are going after onr frock
coat.
la it not time for every true patriot to
clinch hie trousers firmly about him
with a trnnhrstrap and a Yale lock and
make heroic resolves to resist them to
the last stitch of his pistol pockets?
Iiast noticed, fellow sufferer, the new
style of cutaway coats they are wearing
these days?
Hast not? Then list: It looks for all
the world like a man's lapels, buttonboles, cuffs, cutaway pattern in front,

take our coats and imitate
our straight up and down hips to make
the deception more complete, deceitful
wretches that thoy are!
toHence the pressing need of
DATE CREAM PIE.
gether and forming a league for the purBake a single rich crust in a deep pie
is
it
before
our
trousers
pose of saving
plate or tin, which is better, pricking it too late. All good men should j >in in
thickly to prevent rising or blistering. the movement.
Γο each eight inch pie plate allow one
and
tnd one-half cupfuls of stoned
Monogamy among Animals.
choppcd dates, mixed with sufficient (Ernest Thompson Selon in Century Magazine.)
sweetened aud flavored whipped cream
It is commonly remarked that while
to fill.
Cover the top with a meringue the Mosaic law did not expressly forbid
dot
when
cold
browned lightly, and
polygamy, it surrounded marriage with
witii bits of bright red jelly. This is as so
to
many restrictions that by living up
as
it
looks.
good
the spirit of them the Hebrew ultimately was forced into pure monogamy. It
DATE AND APPLE FLUFF.
is extremely interesting to note that the
as
same
in
the
the
way
apples
Prepare
animals in their blind groping for an
for apple sauce, and when
partially ideal form of union have gone through
cooked add an equal quantity of stoned rhe same stages, and have arrived at
•lates, and stir and cook until the latter exactly the same conclusion. Monogamy
all through a h their best solution of the marriage
are tender; then press
•»ieve; return to the fire and cook until question, and is the rule among all the
until quite dry and firm, then add
higher and most successful animals.
sugar and butter to taste, and cook
There are four degrees of monogamy.
as
stiff
as
before.
until
awhile longer
One, in which the male stays with one
of
four
whites
add
the
Cool and
eggs female as long as she interests him or
beaten very stiff, to one and a half cup- desires a mate, then changes to another;
ule of the sauce. Stir the egg whites in for his seasons may be many times as
Serve
ν* lightly as possible to mix.
long as hers. Thus be may have several
■leaped in glasses. It is also nice served wives in the season, but only one at a
with apricot, orange or hard sauce.
time. This is convenient for both parties, but it is open to tbe same objection
DATE CKEAM.
It is the way of the
as frauk polygamy.
Put a quart of milk in a double boiler moose. A second kind, in which the
wiili a tablespoonful of blanched and male and one female are paired for that
.•.hopped almonds and let it scald. Add breeding soanon only, the male staying
■wo tabh spoonfuls of cornstarch to a
with the family and sharing the care of
cup of sugar and beat to a cream with a the young till they are well grown; after
tablespoouful of butter; add the milk which the parents mayor may not reslowly to this mixture and then return sume their fellowship. This ie admircook able. It is seen in hawks. A third, in
Stir and
to the double boiler.
smooth and thick, then add two cupfuls which the pair consort for life, but the
of stoned and skinned dates. Turn into death of one leaves the other free to
This is ideal. It Is the
a glass dish and set away to get very
mate again.
cold. Serve with chocolate sauce.
way of wolves. A fourth in which they
pair for life, and in caee of death the surCREAM DATES.
vivor remaius disconsolate and alone to
For these select large, perfect dates, the end. This seems absurd. It is the
•nd with a sharp knife make a slit, and wav of the geese.
Form some French
remove the stones.
Upon the whole we find the animals
•ream into oval shapes, resembling the
succeeding—that is, avoiding disease and
latos themselves hut not so large. In- holding their own, spreading, and high
N<-rt th«> piece of cream in the side of the in tbe scale—in proportion as they apI «te when* the stone was removed, not,. proach tbe ideal union.

>

Tho above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Buildin". Γ. S. IV; rim* nt of Agriculture, Washington, P. C. It is loeated i ι the
The Government also
h
t ot the ci'.v and is covered with Paroid Roofing.
It uses Paroid because it
list s Paroid f >r st. '>!;·>, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equal.
Γ iroid is tho ideal roofing for bams, stables, sheds, poultrv houses, warehouse, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is casvto lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,

To the Editor: Wanted—A society for
preservation of oar pants. For men
only.
Brethren, the blow has fell.
The worst ban come.
In September they took onr hips away
the

ets, silk facings—everything just as- an
fait and al fresco the cafe au lait as you

CREAM.

lasses, one-half cup butter

—

in

Hgrcclngf îditb
Beamish.

CLOTHES.

OF

Remove the stones from half a pound
please.
dates; cut the dates in strips and
And then of course the hips are missplace in a glass dish; sprinkle with a ing.
little orange or pineapple juice and heap
Why, honest, brethren, the only way,
a pint of whipped cream over the top.
sometimes, that you can tell they are not
Let this get very cold before serving.
men is by the fact that they pass the
barber shop and go in the ice cream
DATE CAKE.

hail* in her tish.
"Gnindmununa," she said sweetly,
"what kind of tish Is this?"
"Halibut, my dear."
"Oh." replied the child, "I thought
Youth's
perhaps it was uiermaid."

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

BATTLE

of

Companion

AS

WITH

Passing Thought.
STUKFKD DATES.
Λ polite little girl was dining one
For this confection select rich, glossy
her
with
Everygrandmother.
duy
lates of the better quality; separate
thing at the table was usually dainty !ι··ιη, slit each with a thin-bladed penami unexceptionable, hut on this par- knife and remove the pit. Prepare a
ticular occasion the little ixirl fourni a pound after this manner, then take a part

Incorporated

ALMOST

Waya.

A

STANDARD GIL CO. OF NEW YORK

IK

(Chicago Tribune.)

No. 303.—A Curious Diamond.
Cheap, wholesome and toothsome «·
While at a 4 old fashioned 7 lately,
dates are, it is surprising that the averf
had
we
of
2.
kin,
merry
composed
age housewife Hoes not more fully apfor dinner, and 1 ora made a 3, 5. Wt>
preciate their addition to her sometimes
If yoi
had lots of 8 guessing the 5.
meager list of winter treats for the table.
can give the answer to this diamond
STEWED DATES.
you will 9 any times oblige.
end
Wash
pick over a pound of dates;
take out the stones. Simmer on a slow
llluaion.
No. 304.—An Optical
fire, with just sufficient water to cover
them, until the whole becomes the consistency of apple sauce. Add a small
piece of butter—about half a tablespoonful—sweeten to taste and flavor with
lemon peel. This is a very healthful
sauce, and remarkably cheap. Dates are
also excellent chopped and mixed with
the breakfast oatmeal, to be eaten with

She

Turn
the Wick\

Editor HouxJLlKKRS'

Dates Served la Many

J.

This Is only one of hundreds of euch testimonial·. This marvelous remedy ha· been
made and sold by Dr. J. F. True A Co. for
tlfty-slx yiurt. and in all that time nothing
but words ot praise have been bestowed
upon it- This is what Mr. Wing thinks of it.

Address:

COLITMK, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me

SOMEKVILLB, MB.

an'l near anton Point an<l the «aine on which
he hail reebl«"l for many ν earn prior to hie >le
ceace. an ! «amp occupied by him at the time of
hie decease. »ti I known as the Albion E. Krad·
bury farm. In the town of Canton
I'iue l this twenty ninth .lay of October, A. 1).

Κ--—

to Pants.

LAST DITCH
Correspondence on topic· of Ipterest to the Udle» ▲ RALLYING CBY AT THÏ

Dr. TrCE. Dear "Sir:—
"For more tlian three months one of my
Ircn had been troubled with spells of
vomiting and symptoms of fever nearly
every week, togethet with canker-sores
about the nose and mouth. I obtained,
about two weeks ago, two bottles of your
ESTATE.
REAL
Κ
OK
OK
MAL
SoriCE
Klixir, and before the first bottle was exPursuant t<> « Itcen-e fr»m the Honorable hausted the sores were entirely healed,
.lU'lgeof Probate tor the county of O*for<t, ! and no
appearance of his vomiting or
shali sell at public auction ou the eever.t > (?)
I really
at ten o'clock In fever-spells has ever returned.
•
lay of December. Α. I».
the forenoon, on the uremics, all the rl^ht, title believe th3t the lives of thousands of
late
of
an>l Interest which Albion E. ltra.lburv,
children suffering from worms or canker
Canton, In sabl county, <leo-a»e<l, bail In an>l to
rtbed re*l en tate, viz. : The might be saved by a timely and judicious
HI
homeetea<l farm ami all lande thereto connecte·! use of your Elixir." Yours truly,
aa I belonging, of th« late Albion E. Bra>lburv
L. Hajimett.
on

The Call

30M8 MAKERS' COLUMN.

